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being a continuation of the GAMBIER OBSEBVEB AND WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL.
CHAUNCEY COLTON, D.D., PROPRIETOR.

VOLUME XI.

Cttrfst anti tljc €Jiarcl)....erutI» anti Kobe.

CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1841.

TERM S— §2,50, PER ANN., IN ADVANCE.

NUMBER

32.

the agency of those societies with which they who lived within six or seven miles, were cur temperate meals, cheerful hours, and inno whether in things animate or inanimate—the among men: some that their houses should be
had this day met in that room to co-operate. gathered to the number cf about 20 or 30 to cent conversations.
very flowers of the earth, the grass of the the largest, and the most finely furnished ;
EDITED BY
Those great religious bodies had readily met, assist on the sad occasion.
It was the first
But though the sacred history is every field, or the insect that almost eludes your ob some thaj their clothing should be superior to
KEV. CHAUNCEY COLTON,
and unfeignedly sympathised with the repre death that had occurred there, and the first where full of miracles, not inferior to this, servation as it fulfils its ephemeral destiny- that of others ; some that their features should
“
WIUL.IA3K JACKMN,
sentations
which he had laid before them ; time that the voice of a minister had been and though in the midst of those acts of divin all proclaim to you the being and the perfec be more beautiful, their manner and appear
“
UOIIiY T. IilSOOitE,
and from that day to the present had never heard celebrating the ordinances of the church. ity, He never gave the least hint of a design tions of Him, who is the universal Parent of ance attractive. We err when the heart is
“
HENRY V. O. JOHNS.
ceased to shower a succession of benefits upon We had first our blessed prayers, and' our to become a secular prince, yet had not hith all, and whose every work reveals him to be fixed upon these things; when we suffer our
To render the meeting sensible comforting scriptures, as appointed for the bu erto the Apostles themselves any other hopes excellent in working, and wonderful in coun selves to think that they are the most blessed
PUBLISHED WEEKLY, AT CINCINNATI AND LODISVILLE. the colony.
of the importance of what had been done, he rial of the dead,—nor was the psalm of praise than of worldly power, preferment, riches, sel. But instead of telling you where you who have them all, and shine to dazzle the
Printed a! the tfatern Church Prat, Rojer? How, West Fourth-Street,Cincinnati.
would call upon them only to consider what wanting, such as untutored voices might hum and pomp; but Peter, upon an accident of may find God, let us rather ask, where is he eyes of men. Our Saviour says, ‘ Blessed
would their condition at this moment have bly raise, acceptible perhaps on high, as when of ambition among the Apostles, hearing his not? Can you flee from his presence, or hide are they that hear the word of God and keep
Tarnt....Twa Dohara and Fifly Cents per annum, payable in advance.
been if it had not been done ? Of the small accompanied by the loud swell of the magni Master complain that his kingdom was not of yourselves from his spirit, or leave behind you it.’ It is written in the book of Revelation,
number of clergy who were here in one thou ficent oigan, or “ gentle psaltery’s silver this world, was so scandalized that He whom the proofs of his existence, or escape beyond ‘ Blessed are they that do his commandments,
Ob^ctucr.
sand eight hundred and thirty-four, three were sounds.”
he had followed so long should suffer thfe ig the limits of his authority and of his law?— that they’ inay have right lo the tree of life,
already dead, and three others were in a
I failed not to seize the occasion when nominy, shame, and death which he foretold, 'File creation, throughout all its departments, and may enter in through the gates into the
AUSTRALIA.
greater or less degree declining from inability hearts were softened by affliction’s rod, to rfial TicYook lira aside, and said, “ Be it far is a witness of God, and an impressive de city.’ There the ears of the deaf shall be
Diocesan Committee.—In the account of to labor. What then, he again enquired, preach the gospel of Him who came to ‘com from Thee, Lord! this shall not be unto monstration of accordance to his sovereign unstopped, the eyes of the blind shall he open
it responds to every impulse of his ed, the lame shall leap as a hart; all will be
the district meeting, held at Parramatta, which would by this time have been the condition fort those thatmourn,’ and who has especially Thee : ” for which he suffered a severe repre will.
was published in our last, we gave a con and prospects of the church, hut for the provi- said of such as the little one that lav before hension from his Master, as having in his power, and fulfils every dictate of his mind. beautiful, all will be rich, all will be happy.
How pointedly does the sun from day to day- And they may safely be distinguished for all
densed report of the bishop’s speech, which [ dential interposition of the Society for the us, ‘ Suffer little children to come unto me, view the glory of mail rather that of God.
'l'he great change of things began to draw keep his track, and observe his time of rising which is admirable and excellent, for they
we now give more fully :—The bishop ol Prop, gation of the Gospel ? lie asked what and forbid them not.’ The warning note was
With what regularity do will have hearts to delight in ascribing praise
Australia, after apologizing for having so long would their prospects have been, even if addressed to the old and the young—the af near, when the Lord of nature thought fit, as and going down!
detained the meeting, which arose from an things had been standing still? Much more flicted parents were reminded not to sorrow a Savior and Deliverer, to make his public the waters of the great deep ebb and flow, and to Him who was slain and did redeem them
unforeseen accident, said that he felt it to be a might he ask, what would they have been, as those without hope for their child, transla entry’ into Jerusalem, with more than the all the processes of nature obserue their ap to God by his blood, cut of every kindred,
And is it, that the human and tongue, and people, and nation.
subject for congratulation and thankfulness, when the attendant exertions of the Roman ted from the cares and sorrows of earth, to power and joy, but none of the ostentation pointed courses.
If we strive alone for this world, God may
to observe so many who had been present last Catholics were taken into account? lie must, the joys of the blessed in heaven. Nor did and pomp of a triumph ; lie came humble, heart, the seat of unholy passions, and rude
give
it us. We may have a name among
meek,
and
lowly
:
with
an
unfelt
new
ecstacy,
in
that
case,
he
admitted,
have
looked
with
the
word
seem
to
go
forth
void,
if
we
might
tumultuous
desires,
is
the
only
place
where
year, preserved in common with himself to
attend the present anniversaiy: and so many doubt and discouragement upon their situation. judge from the fixed attention of the congre multitudes strewed his way with garments Gcd is not obeyed, and his will not complied men, and a great name it may he too, but the
additional friends and supporters of the same At present he had no such apprehensions, if gation, and the tears that not seldom coursed and olive branches, crying with loud gladness with? 0 what a miracle of wickedness is end cometh; the world is to be burned up;
good cause rallying around him. To succeed all continued united. Zeal and union may’ down the rough and sunburnt cheeks of many- and acclamation, “ Hosannah to the Son of every ungodly, impenitent man! He appears and every sinful person will experience the
in any object, there could be no feeling more carry forward even a bad cause, and were ne before me. The missionary, though averse David, blessed is he that cometh in the name as a dark blot on the face of creation, that ab truth expressed in the 17th verse of the fllh
He to what commonly pass for ‘funeral sermons,’ of the Lord ! ’ At this great King’s accession sorbs without reflecting or manifesting the Psalm, ‘ The wicked shall be turned into hell,*
beneficial than to be duly impressed with a cessary for the support of a good one.
had,
he
avowed,
no
apprehension
as
to
the is careful not to let slip such occasions as these, to his throne, men were not ennobled but image cf its Author—a jarring chord, that and all the nations that forget God.
sense of the importance of the undertaking
The sinfulness of the human heart is some
we are engaged in ; and surely there could be final success of the cause they had in'hand; without endeavoring to bring home to the saved; crimes were not remitted, but sins for mars the sacred symphony of that mighty
none more truly deserving to be called impor for the more he looked into and examined it, hearts of those who generally- assemble, (and given ; He did not bestow medals, honors, harp, whose every string tells in sweetest times most sadly’ exhibited in the perfectly
tant, than that which they were assembled to the greater reason did he see for thinking, perhaps seldom are able to enter a church,) favors ; but health, joy, sight, speech. The music that the hand which framed, and which worldly desires which parents cherish in con
promote, lie begged the meeting would call that the cause of the Church of England was the great truths of the gospel, and thus become first object the blind ever saw was the Author touches it is divine. Let every irreligious nection with their children. There have been
to mind that the object was to carry out the the cause of God. He called upon the meet the ‘ voice of one crying in the wilderness, of sight; while the lame ran before, and the man consider the host of witnesses around instances in which young persons have become
dumb repeated the Hosannah. Thus attended, him, and above him, which declare the power convinced of the necessity of religion, and
designs of two noble and venerable institu ing for support, and he did so without fear; prepare ye the way of the Lord.’
Our services within doors being ended— he entered into his own house, the sacred and glory of God. Let him meditate upon their parents have used every possible meaifs
tions of the church of England—the Societies for the appealed to these who agreed with
he meant, for Promoting Christian Know lira in esteeming the church of Christa divine the last nail driven into the rude coffin—the temple, and by his divine authority expelled the Divine Majesty—the infinite excellence to divert their attention, and make them love
ledge and for Propagating the Gospel in For institution, in which and by which God will last look taken, and the last kiss given to their traders and worldlings that profaned it; and of the adorable Jehovah, Let him ponder his the follies of the world. An instance is writheign Parts. He spoke of societies which had bring to pass all his gracious purposes con beloved child, as he lay apparently locked in thus did He for a time, use a great despotic- divine and unquestionable right to receive in our recollection: A young person became
their origin in the year 1698; and had been cerning mankind. This was the true view the arms of sleep, with the wild flowers and power, to let unbelievers understand that it from his rational creatures all praise, and seriously impressed in listening to a solemn
ever since, and up to the present time, em to be taken of the nature and position of the green herbs around his head,—we all went was not want of superiority to all worldly honor, anu blessing, and thanksgiving. “The sermon, and her impressions were deepened
But, Lord hath prepared his throne in the heavens, by frequent intercourse with those of her own
ployed in those labors which their respective church of England. He would at the same forth, young and old, male and female, to the wisdom, that made Him not exert it.
Bless age who w’ere pious. The effect of the truth
names denoted. 'Phis meeting might allowa lime remind the meeting that, while he narrow house which had been prepared for is this, then, the Savior ? is this the Deliv and his kingdom extendeth ovfer all.
erer?'
shall
this
obscure
Nazarene
command
called
on
them
to
contribute
towards
those
Iii3
last
earthly
abode.
Church-yard,
or
the Lord, ye his angels that excel in strength, was seen in her increasing distaste for woldly
bly rejoice in sharing with them the burden
and heat of the present day; when the success important purposes which in the course of the church, there was none, nor tolling bell, nor Israel, and sit down on the throne of David ? that do his commandments, hearkening unto amusements. Idle tales gave plaee to works
of their past toils so visibly demonstatod the day would be more fully explained to them, long train of mourners, ‘ bearing the mockery Their proud and disdainful hearts, which were the voice of his word. Bless ye the Lord all of a serious nature; the Bible wrap read; the
blessing with which they had been attended. his meaning was, that such contributions of wo.’ But near to the house the green petrified with the love and pride of this ye his hosts, ye ministers of his that do his church was constantly attended, and she was
In the United States of America an episcopal alone would not suffice. The cause, on be sod, amid the stumps, had been broken up, world, were impregnable to the reception of pleasure. Bl^ss the Lord, all his works, in devoutly seeking to know what she should do
church existed; owing, under God, its found half of Which he appealed to them, was the add a soft bed made ready’ for the little one. so mean a benefactor; and were now' enough all places of his dominions. Bless the Lord, to be saved. Her fattier was distressed. A
ation and continuance to the perseverance of cause of the church of God; and it required There for the first time did the earth open to exasperated with benefits to conspire his death: 0 my soul'.”—Dr. Forbes, of St. Paul's, wealthy man, he was able to place all the
allurements of the world around her.
He
these societies in well-doing, when those now from them not only, nor even principally, their fulfil the sentence of the Creator-—and there our Lord was sensible cf their design, and pre Sermon on Psalm xvi: 5, 6.
formed a party, and travelled with her for
great countries stood in the relation of colonies money; but it demanded their union, their for the first time was the sublime and com pared his disciples for it by recounting to them
towmore distinctly
months.
There was no attractive scene left
distinctly’ what should befal Ilim ;
to Great Britain.
Twenty bishoprics, the active and conscientious exertions—in one forting burial service of the church performed, nowmorc
JOY GF COMMUNION WITH COD.
unnoticed, and most adroitly’was she removed
If they Seldom have I used it with a happier influ mt Peter, wfth'itif Ungrounded resolution, anil
prelates of which were obeyed in godly love word, the devotion of their hearts.
At times God is pleased to admit his fiom every thing of a serious nature.
The
and concord by those whom they had the rule bestowed their hearts ane minds upon the ence on my own heart, and, as it seemed, on in a flush of temper, made a sanguine protest
children to nearer approaches, and more inti consequence was that her heart became less
over, attested what great things God had done work, it would not fail to prosper, and the the hearts of all around me. The cheering ation, that though all men were offended in
mate degrees of fellowship with himself and and less alive to the subject of salvation; and,
for them. It was a spectacle which carried execution of it would be attended with unfail declaration especially of the Saviour—‘ I am Him, vet would not he be offended. It was
his Sen, Jesus Christ.
He sends down for years, she lived a careless child of sin.—,
delight and animation to the feelings of every ing delight, and an unfading reward. They the resurrection and the life; he that believeth a great article of our Savior's business in the
the spirit of adoption into their hearts, At length she was laid upon a sick bed;
world,
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a
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oar
inability,
on
me
though
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dead,
yet
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he
live;
wiio
earnestly
took
up
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cause
of
true
reli

true churchman, and it afforded the only hope,
whereby they are enabled to cry Abba, Death approached; eternity was in view,
he felt assured, for the maintenance of pure gion, and faithfully strove to advance its in and whosoever liveth and believeth on me without God’s assistance, to do any thing
Father; and to feel those lively affections of Her father stood weeping at her side. She
great
or
good:
he
therefore
told
Peter,
who
shall
never
die,
’
came
home
with
accompany

fluence,
even
while
they
trod
upon
earth,
religion and undefiled in that country ; where
love, joy, trust, hope, reverence and depend wept also; her tears were those of deep re
as in all the world, it had to encounter so might be said to breathe the air of heaven. ing faith and power to the soul, and it is ho thought so well of his courage and fidelity,
ence,
which it is at once their duty and their pentance. She prayed, but no coinfort was
that
they
would
both
fail
him,
and
even
he
many trials. They might, therefore, he said, They were engaged among visible things, it ped, sent the mourner comforted away.
happiness to exercise towards their Father in imparted to her soul. The Spirit of God had
should
deny
him
thrice
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very
’
niffht.
was
true,
hut
they
by
anticipation
already
After
a
little
time
spent
in
more
private
be proud to share in the labors of societies
But what heart can conceive, what tongue Heaven. By the influences of the same spirit once almost prrsuaded her to be a Christian,
which had been productive of such fruits as enjoyed the society’ of those just men made am! direct communication with the family, and
utter
the sequel! Who is that yonder buffet- he shines into their minds, to give them the and she had refused and turned awav.
She
perfect
who
had
gone
before
them
in
the
with
others
that
camo
from
far,
I
turned
my
these; which were still in active operation;
ted,
mocked
and spurned? V.’hom do they light of the knowledge of the glory of God, was seeking, without being able to find. In
which had been instrumental in establishing same work, and with whom they might look head homewards, having other duties before
in the face of Jesus Christ, causes his glory the midst of her grief she reminded her father
ten bishoprics in the existing British colonies, forward hereafter to the enjoyment of that me on the morrow, and reached it safely about drag like a felon? whither do they carry my’
to pass before them, and makes them, in some of the efforts she had once made to become a
and so giving stability to the church in every blessedness which reigns in paradise and in ten o’clock, somewhat webry, but very thank Lord, my King, my Savior, my God? and
measure, to understand the perfection of his Christian, of his determined opposition, and of
will
he
die
to
expiate
those
very
injuries
?
the
presence
of
God.
—
Sydney
Herald,
ful
for
the
mercies
and
impressions
of
flic
quarter of the globe. And it was plain that this
O, said she, 1 am
day. And I felt,' when I laid down to rest, See where they have nailed the Lord and nature. He also reveals to them the unutte her subsequent relapse.
colony had not been forgotten. Australia was April 16, 1840.
She died,
that, though I have in my time followed the giver of life! how his wounds blacken, his rable, inconceivable, unheard of things, which now to die and be lest forever!
one of the objects of their mostearnest attention.
MISSIONARY RECOLLECTIONS.
great, the learned, the pious, the beautiful, to body writhes, and his heart heaves with pity he has prepared for those who love him ; ap and her friends mourned for one, who, but
In proof of this, he might refer to the pro
the grave—and have myself performed the and with agony! O Almighty sufferer, look plies to them the exceeding great and precious for the evil example of a worldly parent,
A FUNERAL TN THE WOODS.
ceedings of the great meeting held in London
promises; makes them to know dial great might have lived a saint in heaven.
‘ What
on the 8th April last, at which the lord mayor
In the early part of May, 183-, I was call last solemn Services over numbers of all de down, look down from thy triumphant in
love
wherewith he has loved them, and thus shall it profit a man if he shall gain the whole
famy
!
Lo,
He
inclines
his
head
to
his
sa

scriptions,
and
under
every
various
shade
of
presided. And to manifest the earnestness ed to bury the child of one of m y remote par
Sed, He causes them to rejoice with jov unspeakable world and lose his own soul?’—IPitness and
felt for the spiritual improvement of the colo ishioners, whose dwelling was in the bosom circumstance—and though I have been where cred bosom ! Hark, He groans !
expires!
The
earth
trembles,
the
temple and full of glory. He shines in upon their Advocate.
all
that
wealth
could
do
has
been
put
in
requi

nies, and of Australia in particular, he would of the forest, at a distance of full twenty miles
read, from the report in his hand, the names from mine. 'The circumstances made a strong sition to add solemnity to the obsequies of the rends, the recks burst, the dead arise. Which souls with the dazzling, melting, overpower
of the principal speakers.
These were the and pleasing impression upon my mind, and dead,'—I yet could remember few of such arc the quick? which are the dead ? Sure ing beams of grace and mercy proceeding ADVERSITY PREPARES FOR EXTENSIVE
scqpcs more affecting and impressive than this nature, all nature is departing with her Gre from the Sun of righteousness, gives them to
USEFULNESS.
archbishop of Canterbury, Mr. Thomas Wil I therefore would record them here.
know the heights and the depths, the lengths
My course lay through what a short time little funeral in the woods.—Colonial Church at o r. .—Josepk Addisen i.
son, the bishops of London, Nova Scotia,
That affliction when it comes upon us either
and the breadths, of the love of Christ, which
llaadaff, and Bangor, Mr. Labouchre, Mr. ago, was but a trackless wilderness, but is man.
in the shape of hedily indisposition, or ex
passeth
knowledge,
and
fills
them
with
all
the
OMNIPRESENCE OF COD.
sherilF Evfins, Mr. C. J. Manning, and the now dotted by new and improving farms, with
fulness of God.
The Christian in these treme poverty, or blighting calumny, unfits
THE DEATH OF CHRIST.
eloquent son of a father whose name was fa here ajnl there some humble cabins. For
Galileo, when suspected of the guilt cf Atlicbright,
enraptured
moments,
while thus bask us for the active service of God, is the com
miliar to them, and to all the world, archdea- miles, however, the eye is uncheered by those
When a man with a steady’ faith looks back ism, took a straw from the floor of his cell of
plaint which is usually made by those who
‘con Wiberforee. By men like these the signs of civilization, and rests upon the un on the great catastrophe of this day, with the Inquisition, and informed his accusers that ing in beams of celestial light and splendor, are visited with it in the prime of lift!; while
forgets
himself,
forgets
his
existence,
and
is
cause of the colonial church had been up broken wood, or the broad surface of some what bleeding emotions of heart must he con in the construction and design of that vegetable
many an aged disciple, who is completely
held; and the proceedings of that great day beautiful lakes, whose waves to-day were template the life and sufferings of his deliv tube, he saw the hand of God most distinctly wholly absorbed in the ravishing, the ecstatic disabled by his infirmities, is apt to wonder
contemplation
of
uncreated
beauty
and
loveli

«osld not be looked upon but with admiration sparkling in the rays of an unclouded sun.— erer ! when his agonies occur to him, how revealed, without the necessity’ of any other
ness. He endeavors to plunge himself into the why he is still preserved in life when his use
and gratitude for such a display of good will, The road was such as the provincial mission will he weep to reflect that he has often forgot evidence whatever.
But he, who
boundless ocean of divine glory which opens fulness is apparently gone.
and such a contribution of support. The sd- ary has almost weekly to travel at the risk of them for the glance of a wanton, for a heap of
But how should we stand reproved and
considers that the greatest usefulness consists
to
his
view,
and
longs
to
be
wholly
swallow

ciety indeed required support, and made an his neck—sometimes impeded by rocks and fleeting, past pleasures which are at present self-condemneti, from considering how little
ed up and lost in God. His whole soul goes in glorifying God, will see at a single glance
admirable use of that which it received. At stumps and the roots of trees—and sometimes aching sorrows!
accordance in general there is between the
forth
in one intense flame of gratitude, admi that there is no ground for such thoughts in
the present time they had on their list 273 a mere path, scarcely discernable to an un
How pleasing is the contemplation of the demonstrations of God, which are daily and
In regard even to present use
ration, love, and desire. He contemplates, either case.
missionary clergymen, of whom 30 and up practiced eye; and on this occasion there was lowly’ steps our almighty Leader took in con unceasingly pouring in around us, and the
he wonders, he admires, he loves, and adores. fulness, and without reference to the future
wards were employed in this colony. In ad the unsettled state of the ground, owing to the ducting us to his heavenly mansions In plain ordinary tenor and habitude of our minds?—
His soul dilates itself beyond its ordinary ca service for which affliction may be preparing
verting to this fact he (the bishop) could not frosts coining out, to contend with, making it and apt parable, similitude and allegory, our What folly, what, inconsideration, what enmi
pacity, and expands to receive the flood of them, they may glorify God as much by pa,
but acknowledge most gratefully his obliga often dangerous to sit the horse. 'I'hc whole great Mi ster enforced the doctrine of our sal ty against God, characterize the heart and the
happiness which overwhelms it. All its de tient suffering as by active service, and may
tions to God, who had been pleased to make might fitly bring to the mind the road of life vation ; but they of his acquaintance, instead thoughts of man! The whole scene of nature
sires
are satisfied. It no longer inquires, who thus he in the highest degree useful to those
him an instrument in obtaining this blessing —for a little while smooth and pleasant, but of receiving what they could not oppose, were and providence is fitted to arrest and to fix our
who are around them. The mere considera
for the country they were now in. Six years soon beset by various difficulties and dangers, offended at the presumption of being wiser attention upon Him who ruleth over all, and will show us any good, but returns unto rest, tion ol tlw?:r sufferings nnw impress many a
because
the
Lord
hath
dealt,
bountifully
with
and a few days had elapsed since he landed temporal and spiritual.
Happy they who in than they: they could not raise their little who is every where present beholding the
it. The scanty, noisy, thirst-producing streams salutary lesson on the minds of others, espe
on the shores of England having this object the midst cf these can realize the protecting ideas above the consideration of Him in those evil and the good.
The morning proclaims of worldly delight only incAse the feverish cially of the young; while the active and
in view, but knowing not then how it was to and guiding hand of Him, who is himself the circumstances familiar to them, or conceive his loving kindness, and the evening his faith
desires of the soul; but the tide of joy which consistent exercise of their Christian graces,
he accomplished.
When he found that the ‘ Way, the truth, and the life.’
that He who appeared not more terrible or fulness. The varied seasons of the rollingflows in upon the Christian, is silent, deep, in such circumstances, may afford an example
The house of mourning, to which I came pompous, should have any thing mere exalted year all speak of Him.
Whether it be the
government, which all along had but nomi
full
and satisfying. All the powers and facul of religion in its sustaining power, such as is
nally supported the church, was bent on with at last, was embosomed in the trees which than themselves ; He in that place, therefore, howling blasts of winter, or the gentle open
admirably fitted to commend it to the accept
drawing even that measure of favor, he was ‘ God’s right hand had planted,’ and was pret would not longer ineffectually exert a power ing of the budding spring—the gay luxuriance ties of his mind are lost, absorbed, and swal ance of their friends. Thus, even the aged
lowed
up
in
the
contemplation
of
infinite
glo

compelled to look forward and to consider tily placed on the margin of a beautiful lake— which was incapable of conquering the pre of blooming summer, or the abundant riches
NVith an energy and activity unknown sufferer, disabled as he is from active duty,
within himself what should he done. He felt alone in the wilderness, with no other dwell possession of their narrow and mean concep of gathered autumn, that draw our attention ry.
before,
he roams and ranges through the ocean may be a powerful witness for Christ: and
himself thrown on his own resources. This ing of man in view. The owner had come tions. Multitudes followed Him, and brought to God, all direct us to lift the hymn of grati
of
light
and love; where he can neither find a although he has no prospect of being restored
was in 1833,
Without claiming for himself to the spot with axe in hand but a short time Him the dumb, the blind, the sick, and the tude to His name, who has fixed their ordi
bottom nor a shore.
No language can utter to his former sphere of exertion, he is occu
any powers of foresight surpassing the ordi before, and the considerable clearing that ap maimed: whom when their Creator had nances with a regularity that shall endure as
his
feelings;
but,
with
an emphasis, a mean- pying with good and beneficial effect the post
nary measure, lie must say that he had a clear peared around, was good proof that he had touched with a second life, they saw- spake, long as the earth remains. The universe is
alone could I wllich ,he LorJ ,1as ass,ffnetl
him. If it.
'iew at that time of what must follow if no not used that instrument in vain. The house leaped and ran. In affection to Him, and in replete with the evidences of his presence— inn-, an expression, which God
be true, as unquestionably it is, that even an
excite,
and
which
he
alone
can
understand,
effort were made. Of the fourteen or fifteen was such as is usually’ reared in haste by the admiration of his actions, the crowd could not the traces and manifestations of his divine
old blind beggar is r.ot without bis moral use
clergymen who were then in the colony, poor settler—formed of logs, and the intersti leave Him, but waited near Hin\ till they’ perfections. When you look to the heavens, he breathes out the ardent emotions of his in the world, how much more certain is it,
soul,
in
broken
words,
while
he
exclaims,
My
nearly one-ha: f were advanced in years be- ces filled with moss. But contentment seem were almost as faint and helpless as others you behold the magnificence of his creative
that the aged and apparently disabled believer,
jond the meridian of their powers, and in a ed to abide within its humble walls; and, what they brought for succor. He had compassion and constructive power, in those vast systems, Father and my God.—Payson.
even in bis greatest infirmities, is a blessinoew yea^s more the whole band would become is better still, we trust that on this day the on them, and by a miracle supplied their ne receding into endless space, which perform, in
to his family and friends : for how can he be
WORLDLINESS.
exl>nct, without provision being made for Spirit of the High and Holy One did not dis cessities.
0! the ecstatic entertainment, immeasurable fields, their majestic and cease
more useful to them, or how could lie better
•• Love not the world, neither the things that are glorify God, than by exhibiting as he does in
any succession.
Upon this view he had dain to be present also. 1 he single room of when they could behold their food immedi less revolutions. When you walk abroad
in
the
world.
’
—
1
John
ii:
15.
laken all his measures, and he devoutly thank this dwelling was my church—rough boards ately’ increase to their distributer’s hand, and through nature s landscapes each scene of
the hour ol his greatest need, the worth and
ed God for the success that had attended them. placed on blocks of wood served for pews-— see their Gcd in person feeding his creatures! loveliness that meets your eye—each object
'These words of inspiration apply to the value of that divine religion whicn comforts
hirty clergymen and more, he repeated, had table and chair was the substitute for a pulpit. O envied happiness ! But whv do I say en of interest that fixes your attention—all the ■iimvl exercise of every desire.
Some per him in all his tribulations, and smooths his
The neighbors, ^so called,) that is, those vied ? as if our God did not stiff preside over organization and beauty’ that you admire, sons seek that their offspring should he great path to the grave; whica enables him to rise
‘teen given to the church of the colony through
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estimable blessing. To the least of us. mankind,
as a whole, is something.* Our merchants and
our travellers brjng us home accounts of its va
rious races, and in all. however debased and
brutalized, we can trace the same great features, ‘
and own a common relationship to the first far
ther from whom, with the gift of sptech, we
sors in the church, and so many apostates from it.
have all received the seed of every social bles
We have great pleasure in calling the eye of sing and intellectual attainment. Men run to
Far the W«lern Episcopal Observer.
If bv the grace of God, the offender be preserved
The ability to will, to conceive,and to accom-I or reuiOved from these sad effects, they go sor- parents and guardians of youth to the advertise and fro, and knowledge is increased. Arts and
plish, some great object, is among the qualities | rowfu[an their days. How must such an union ment of Mrs. Kiloh, who proposes taking a few sciences are spread, developed, interchanged.
which confer the greatest dignity on man.
i paraly7e family religion—neutralize a godly in- pupils as boarders, to be educated with her own The wants of one portion of the great family be
get industry and ingenuity in another; the super
The mission of the Church in America is to fl(jence upon children—counteract benevolent children.
From personal acquaintance with
go forth, a pilgrim teacher into the wilderness,'
es
wUhhold froin ( ubHc Mrs. K., we are enabled to say that she possesses fluities of one flow over on the rest; the very,
disadvantages of many redound to the common
and to mould into Christian and apostolic shape 11JI
h
the plastic energies of a new but undisciplined; worship. They are yoked together, but they do ample qualifications for the duties of instruction, good elsewhere. But what would become of
world. Its warfare is to grapple with the un- J not pull together; the very best that can be said having been engaged in this responsible vocation humanity, but for commerce and for travel?
tamed, self-confident mind; to curb the wild li-1 Qf tfie irreligious party is, that they are neutral, for some years, in Aberdeen and in London. Each several stock, sinking down on its own re
cense ot democracy; to guide the independence J
(jQ not, perj,aps> counteract, but they can She has not only been successful as a teacher, sources, would grow selfish, sensual, stupid.
One dead level in each little section, and every
of self-will; to abate the absorbing love of gain—
at once to spiritualize a material age, and » ma-I not co-operate wtth the other. How can they, but also as a composer of elementary books for where self-devouring vanity undermining it, and
terialize—that is, give form and substance to—a , in the nature of things, take sweet counsel to- the use of sc hools, and of several approved pieces preparing a still lower fall. How can it be
vaguless, ever shifting Christianity, by exhibiting j gather? how can they walk in the house of God of music. With the French language she is per otherwise? or rather, how much more must the
it embodied in the doctrines, ministry, services flg friends? How can they bear each others spiritual fectly familiar, speaking and writing it with same effects result—when the members of the
Catholic Church of Christ forget their common
F.
and sacraments of the church.
burdens? For “lover and friend to stand aloof ease and fluency.
bond, and isolate themselves, tach little branch
F.
Of the estimation in which Mrs. K. was held in its own domains? What is true of the small
from our sore,” and especially, if that sore be a
COMMUNICATIONS.
[To be continued.]
wounded spirit, is the heaviest grief we can in Scotland, our readers may judge from the fol est community, is equally true of the whole
* Fuber on the primitive doctrine of election,
imagine.
And' yet, how many Christians pre lowing letter from the Rev. Dr. Dewar, succes great body on earth, that holds to the Head in
p.
93.
Ain.
Ld.
OUR EPISCOPAL FOREFATHERS.
Heaven—the life that is in each member is fed
f As near as it is possible for us to comprehend
THE PULPIT, THE PEN, ANU THE PRESS.
pare for themselves this bitter cup. They pray sor to Dr. Chalmers, in the Tron Church, Glas
by the free circulation of the vital juice through
No II.
the mystical language of the New Jerusalem church,
not to he led into temptation, and then run into gow, and now Principal of Marischal College, ail. Stop that, and the useless member rots, a
or
Swedenborgianisui.
tins
doctrine,
among
oilier
CINCINNATI
AND
LGUISUWR:
(continued from our last.)
s'range things, which appear to us nothing less than
the danger; what can they expect, but to eat of Aberdeen. We hold the original in our hands: burthen and a nuisance to the body of w hich it
Soon after the period, at which, in our last long ago exploded heresies, is held by them. Lest,
the fruit of their own ways, and to be filled with “Dr. Dewar requests Mrs. Kiloh to make use of ought to be an instrument and ornament Check
SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, IS 11.
however, we unjustly slate this, we give their
number, we left off great distresses, which words, so that each one may judge for himself.
their own devices? When our first parents lived his name in the proposed advertisement in any it, and in proportion to the degree of stoppage,
the palsied limbs hang inert and useless on the
ended at last in the final overthrow of the “ Hereditary evils exist, and are inherited from
Unscriptural M irriage.—Marriage, as a civil together in righteousness, their habitation was a way she pleases. He has long felt it to be his cumbered trunk. Why is it that the Church has
government, commenced in Britain.
The parents successively, but they are nut imputed, except
to those who make them their own by actual com
Paradise; all creation was in unison to cheer duty to recommend, in the strongest terms, Mrs. ceased, for ages, to present to the world the im
Romans withdrew their forces ; and no sooner mission, consequently all infants are saved.’ —Arti contract, is a fit subject for human legislation.
Kiloh’s school; and he will have great pleasure posing front with which she once commanded
cles
of
Faith
of
N.
J.
Church..
“
Hereditary
evil
had they done this, than the Piets and Scots,
As a holy state, it is a matter for divine regula tin m; every returning day brought with it a hea
its origin from the parents of each individual,
in thinking that he can be of any use in inducing its awe and admiralion? Why do her children
ven
of
joy,
and
a
pledge
that
to-morrow
should
be
barbarous and heathen nations, attacked the derives
and from the parents’ parents, or grandfathers, &c tion. With the former we have at present
learn the language of her enemies and oppressors,
northern borders, committing great devasta successively. Every evil which they have procured nothing to do. The latter is a proper topic for as the present day, and much more abundant; but parents to place their children under her care.”
and conceal with shame the lineaments that
tion, and gradually conquering the parts adja to themselves by actual life, so as to render it <s it
We are thankful in having such ladies added mark them out as the followers of Him whom
the pulpit and the religious press. A very cur when one fell, the other fell—their union was
cent to their own country.
This state of were natural by frequent use and habit, descends by
to
the list of Protestant teachers, and doubt not, the world hated, and who has told us that the
cursed
—
their
patlnvay
was
thorns
and
briars
—
derivation into their children, and b.'comes to them sory glance at the Christian world will convince
things produced a lasting famine, which great hereditary. Hereditary evil fiom the father is inieworld will hate those who are Ilis, as it hated
but
they will be well sustained.
* *
their
end
death.
If
we
can
suppose
that
Adam
ly added to the general misery. The people iior; hereditary evil from the mother is exterior, the up that it is a point neglected by the guardians of
Him? Why is every other interest held among
had
chosen
a
fallen
wife,
who
sees
not
bow
cannot easily be eradicated, but the latter the best interests of men. AVhen we see Ro
were scattered and separated, and instiuction j former
Christians to be paramount to the inti rests of
may, &c. — The Contrast,, p. 163.
We are happy in transferring to our columns the soul—every other claim and occupation
manist and Protestant, Unitarian and Orthodox, natural the consequence—how aggravated the
neglected.
At such a time it cannot be sup
1 The interference of foreign bishops in the dio
posed that religion prospered, for we may ceses of others was allowed in the earliest, church in Infidel and Christian, believer and unbeliever, guilt—how just the sentence. But who sees the article under the head of “Church Missionary more worthy of diligence, and energy, and zeal,
observe as a general principle, that the most cases of necessity, as where a bishop was turned here tied and bound together with bonds which death not that, if God had given him such a w ife, how- Society,” which appears in a late number of the than those which have eternity for their end? It
barren seasons in the church are those when tic, and would ordain nbne but heretical clergy. In only can break, we are compelled to say that all intelligences would have excused his trans Episcopal Recordtr. In the spirit of missionary was not always so. Even in times on which,
that case, anycatholie bishop, as bem^ bishop of the
with reason, we look back in mingled pity and
the grertest national misery exists.
Under universal church, was authorized to ordain orthodox
this ought not so to be. It is like the “ploughing gression. That which it would have been un zeal, we trust that our beloved Zion may be contempt, as times of confusion, ignorance, and
such circumstances, the minds of men are too men m such a diocese, though contrary to the com
just
in
God
to
give,
it
is
unrighteous
in
man
to
thoroughly baptized, and may emulate the gene misrule—even then, there was a healihitr state
much absorbed in present tilings, and too mon rule. Where the preservation of the faith was of an ox and an ass together”—not conducive to
concerned, all these luies were mane to give way to the comfort or convenience of one or the other. "take. Therefore, let the unmarried beware of rous ardor of the Chun h of England. In making of feeling and opinion in this respect. They
many temptations to dishonesty and reckless the superior obligation. The case in the text, tho’
knew less, lur less, than we do, of the meaning
ness, are presented to allow the gospel to not exactly similar, somewhat approaches it, and is A disparity so great in age, fortune, rank, or unscriptural marriage'. Be not unequally yoked these allusions to our Eastern friends, we avail
of the precious truths which they ignorantly
worthy
of
remembrance.
—
Bingham,
vol.
i.
ok.
V.
—
MARRY
WHOM
YE
WILL,
ONLY
IN
THE
LoRl).
ourselves
of
the
opportunity
of
saying
how
glad
produce its full effect on society. And so it
learning, is not fraught with half the mischief.
professed, yet their profession, imperfect as it
ch. V.
*
*
*
we should be to welcome to the churches of the was, had a frankness, an honest simplicity, a
was in Britain. The church was gradually
Scripture, reason, and experience, are all against
H Busnage Histoire de TEglise. 689.
losing its power over the mass; and sin, dis
West our respected brother, Rev. Mr. Ilill, now stamp of reality, about it, that ours has lost. It
it. Our present remarks have to do with be
For the Episcopal Observer.
honesty and immorality were fearfully on the
on a visit to the United States, and to have his was ever thus—there was a reality in their posi
lievers and unbelievers; by whom we mean
WESTERN MISSIONS.
The more we learn of the deceit an I
increase. To add to all this unhappiness, the
aid in awakening a stronger interest here, in be tion as membets ot the visible body of Christ,
those
who,
with
the
heart,
believe
unto
right,
Two plans for the improvement of our Domestic
Pelagian heresy began to be propagated—a vanity of the world, and ail things in it, the
that we are in a great measure content to lack
half of the foreign mission cause.
doctrine we ihay remark, well adapted for more do we appreciate the Bible as iininut.n- eousness and salvation, and those who do not, Missionary organization are proposed. Tim first is,
They wire p reaps more sensuous even than
Oral
statements,
from
our
clergy,
who
have
ourselves. But when will mortal man be other
such a people and such a state of society, ble truth—a fountain of sweet waters in to which we conceive the following prohibition lliat an executive board, elected triannually by gen
whose reigning characteristic was a growing the desert, and the only fountain—a strong applies: “Be not unequally yoked together with eral convention, should be establis ed in one of lie been on heathen ground, would do more for the than a creature guided by his senses! 'ihe ad
recklessness, distaste for quiet enjoyment, hold in which we may entrench ourselve.-, unbelievers.” 2 Cor., vi., 14. It is nothing to Atlantic cities, say in Philadelphia, as most central mission enterprise with us, than scores of lec vantage on their side was. that their profession
when deceitful ness particularly prevails in
for 1 lie great West: and this board should be ti e
was a sensible reality. They saw, and heard,
and desperation as regarded the future. As in
say that it refers to church fellowship. How parent. Ils duties should be of a general nature; tures and addresses fro in any other source. And
in the earth..
and felt, that there was a body even on earth,
the present day, similar principles appear to
ever this may be, it applies to matrimonial con but especially its attentions sijould be directed to if our good brother could be induced to visit, greater, w ieh r in extent, more fertile in resources,
Let us take care of our duty, and God
be again spreading in some directions, it may
say, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Louisville, St. Louis more powerful in control of mind, man’s nobler
nexion; for, if it be unlawful to unite in the for wards the collection Of funds. As regards the tno
be worth our while to give a short account of will take care of the event.
of collecting funds, difference of opinion, we are and Cleveland, and as many more places as pos part, than any or all earthly powers—even the
mer,
which
is,
comparatively,
a
remote
con

this heresy.
We can never he useful if we are de
nexion, how much more is it unlawful in the aware, exists. Some maintain that the parochial sible, and tell us, face to face, the touching story Catholic Church of Christ, spread abroad, but not
Pelagius was a British priest, who went to spised, and we shall be despised if we give
clergy, each one in his own parish, are the only
scattered; distributed through many states and
latter, which is so intimate, that they are “no proper instruments for the pm pose. Others again, of the Greek mission, he.could not only greatly
Rome about A. D. 400 ; and from that period opportunities for it.
clinics, hut not divided; assuming many anti va
promote
its
welfare,
but
the
whole
cause.
We
The carnal humility of some men is their more twain, but one flesh.” And if, in the one among whom we rank ourselves, consider the em
he began to propagate his peculiar views,
rious outw’artl forms, but antmated by one spirit,
ease, it may be asked, with how much stronger ployment of pail, agents, whose duty should consist are deeply interested in the home mission of our actuated by one principle of vitality, jeAntd in
travelling through various countries, restless spiritual pride. >
and unsettled. The chief doctrines which he
The first appearance in history of any emphasis may it in the other; “for what fellow in visiting ihe churches, and preaching on the sub Zion. How can it be otherwise with any man one visible and cognizable bond of unity. "We,
taught were, I. That there is no original sin thing like our modern colieges, is that o ship hath righteousness with unrighteousness7— ject—io recommending our publications, and giving who has lived a few years this'side the Alle on ihe other hand, talk of such a body in our
or taint in human nature.* II. Men as they the great school at Constantinople, founded and what communion hath light with darkness? informal ion, as not. only expedient but necessarv. ghany? But it is a settled point with us, that creeds, and speculate about it in day-dreams,but
Certain it is, that more funds can he raised in this
we be hold it not. To us there is nothing great
now come into the world, are in respect to by Valentiniau and Vubeus, A. 1). 361 —
—and what concord hath Christ with Belial?—or way than any other: and eqhallv certain it is that the success of our own interior missions depends, er than the civil commonwealth. An emana
their powers and abilities, in the Same state 375; and which, in some particulars, resem
we have hitherto altogether failed in enlisting the under God, on keeping the heart of the church tion of the people’s breath, that is, a creation oi
in which Adam was created. III. Adam’s bles those of the present day. Hospitals what part hath he that believeth with an infidel?
general
sympathies and interests of a great pari of warm by the statements and peculiar influences our own, is the highest of all sensible realities.
guilt is not imputed to his offspring.
IV. were first instituted by the Christians pre However this prohibition may be disputed or ex
our
laity
upon the subject. Till the laity shall feel, of the Foreign Mission enterprise. When the The strongest claim, the most binding obligation,
vious
to
the
fourth
century.
The
heathen
plained aw^ay, there can be, one would suppose,
As man has ability to sin, so has he also (in
ol which sense takes cognizance, is political citi- )
that as Christians and patriots, they have a/Mrsonr/Z
had
no
charity
for
the
infirm
and
poor;
latter takes the lead, we know what will follow:
but
one
opinion
as
to
that
limitation
which
the
himself) not only ability to discern what is
zenship. To that, our churchmanship, as a reali
interest in missions, we shall not do much. We do
though perhaps something of the kind ex
our efforts for sending the gospel to our own ty of life, is wholly and almost iniineasurablt
good, but also power to desire and perforin it.
isted amdng the Jews.- Lev., xiv., Numbers, Apostle sets to the right of marriage, in 1 Cor., not intend to argue the case here: but shall be con
V. The desire to perform good works by the v., 2. Julian the Apostate, either did, oi vii., 39: “She is at liberty to be married to tent with merely remarking, that a modified agency countrymen will be active and ardent.
subordinate. By the bond of baptism, weregari |
free use of our natural powers. In one word, expressed his determination to, establish w’hom she will, only in the Lord.” If. by the system was intended by our present organization,
We speak the known sentiments of our breth ourselves as linked into a little band, a scattet-'
his idea of the way of salvation was this: a hospitals in every city, where the poor
handful sirown thinly among the millions that
phrase, “in the Lord,” be understood those who and has only failed from want of zealous manage ren, then, when we thus publicly tender to the
populate our wide1 spread territories. Now lair,
man who has sinned, converts himself, that should he received without any invidious
ment. This parent, board, then, shall confine itself
missionary from Greece a cordial invitation to
far from thinking that faith, true, lively faith,
is, he leaves off sinning, and that by his own distinctions as to country or religion. As are sacramentally in him, or baptized into Christ, to the collection of funds and the general supervision
powers.
lie believas in Christ, that is, he he died soon after, he probably never car then its meaning is, that nominal or professed of the Missionary field. Attached to this, there come and blow the gospel trumpet in our bor con not. or does not, make profit of this, asof
**
every other trial. But it is a trial still; and a
embraces his doctrines. He is now baptized, ried his itnentions into execution. He be Christians are restricted to marry only nominal shall be "in each Missionary diocese, an, executive ders.
trial almost of our own making. Be faith as
and on account of this baptism, all his previ held with envy the humane and wise regu or professed Christians, and not Pagans or Mo board for that diocese, consisting of the bishop and
lively as it will, sense still holds ils sway, anil
ous sins are forgiven him, ant! he is without lations of the church, and his motive was, hammedans. And if we understand by it those such a number of the presbyters and laymen as may
Desirous of impressing a missionary aspect on where God has provided means to make it a
as
he
frankly
confesses,
to
deprive
the
be
deemed
expedient,
wlm
shall
annually
be
elected
sin. lie has the instruction and example of
who are spiritually and vitally in Christ, by a
this number of our paper, we publish an address, helper instead of a drawback to our faith, itisat
Christ, whereby he is placed in a condition Christians of the applause, as well as ad true and lively faith, then the restriction is for by the diocesan convention. To this hoard shall be
delivered
some time s^nce by one subsequently our own peril if we leave them in abeyance.
vantage, which they had acquired by the
intrusted all executive business as regards ihe dioto render perfect obedience to the divine law ;
exclusive practice of charily and betfefi- such with such, and they who act contrary there cere. The establishment, of stations, the fixing and called to a higher grade in the ministry. Let the Such means he has provided, in ihe constitution
this he can do if lie will, and can either with
ccnce.
to, sin againsj God, whose they are, and their withdrawing of salaries, the c.ontinuanne of stations, excellent address speak for itself; it is wholly to of His Church. From one; root, eve it from out
stand all temptations, or fall from grace.!
Lord’s own powerful word, “As my Father sent
It may justly ho reckoned that the good own soul, whose interests, chiefly, they are and the general business of the State shall belong our mind.
* *
The true church maintained, on the contrary,
me, so send 1 you;” He has caused to springs
to this board. Of course the receiving and locating
to use the words of our articles, embodying order wnich is now maintained in this conn bound to regard and promote.
of individual clergymen must retrain with the bish ADDRESS OF THE REV. W. R. WHITTINGHAM, D. D. I rogeny that is older in lineage* and descent,
try,
is
more
owing
to
weekly
preaching
the primitive doctrine.J “Original sin standmore direct and demonstrable in succession,ane
Reason, also, is against such unequal union.— op, and he must have a veto on the proceedings, as
than to any other mode in practice to this
The
object,
Mr.
Chairman,
that
has
called
us
incomparably wider in extent of spread, than
eth not in the following of Adam (as the Pela
end; and hat. one good minister, by' his Indeed it must be so. i it be against scripture, indeed he has by the present constitution in regard together on this occasion, is one that will, I trust, any human government that ever yet existed.
gians do vainly talk) hut itis the faulland cor weekly preaching and daily good example,
to
his
own
diocese.
As
regards
the
amount
of
the
for. as far as scripture and reason go, they run in
constitute an era in our Church. It is the le Wherever a rightfully ordained bishop can k
ruption of the nature of every in in, that natur sots it more forward I ban any two of the
salaries, ,h'-y shall be fixed by the diocesan board,
gitimate
consequent of the blessed movement by found, there is a direct descendant of the twelve
paralel
lines.
Revelation
frequently
goes
be

ally is engendered of the offspring of Adam; best justices can by their exactest diligence
Imt a j idicial power shall rest with the parent
whereby man is very far gone (^tzarn/ongia- in the execution of the laws which they are. yond reason, but it never runs contrary to il:— board, under certain constitutional restrictions. We which our assembled fathers and representatives I whom our Lord chose to represent himself,the
proclaimed their recognition of the true charac one great apostle of ihe 1 ather, and to beari-'
sibnc dis'ef—as far as possible distant) from entrusted with. And it is not to be doubted ■ • How can two walk together except they be have heard only one obj •ction to this plan, which is
ter and work of the Church of Christ on earth—as name and authority through everv age, to even
original righteousness, and is of his own na lha! if this method were once dropped agreed?” A fallen and holy Angel can not; there that each diocese might endeavor to engross for one never-ceasing mission—a work of self-exten
clime. Wherever the sun shines on earth,then
ture inclined to evil, so that the flesh lustedi among us, the generality of the people was war in heaven the moment there were holy itself a greater share of the funds than it ought by sion, without end or limit, till the number of
sway
has been extended. Dynasties have rise!
always contrary to the spirit.; and therefore I whatever else may he done to obviate it. and unholy beings there. Fallen man and holy rights Io have, But this were easily obviated, by a God’s elect be fulfilled, and the kingdoms of this and sunk in darkness, while their long extends
wouid,
in
seven
years
’
time,
relapse
into
agrrluated
scale,
formed
either
on
the
proportion
ot
in everv person born into this world, it de
Angels can not: men are willing associates and llie population, or number of villages, or amount world be swallowed upi in the Kingdom of our line has gone on. in unbroken s lf-pi rpetuatioc
served/God’s wrath and damnation. And bad tt state of hat barity as was ever in prac
Lord and of his Christ. God be praised! it was Wave after wave of barbarism and devastatw
tice among our Saxon and, Danish ances captives of fallen Angels, but they must be re contributed to the funds bv the diocese. We see no
this infection of nature doth remain, yea, in
our inestimable privilege to be first, in this, has rolled over East and West, and swept am
tors. And therefore, supposing that there newed in ihe spirit of their minds before they difficulty in the practical, working of the plan. This
among the Protestant Churches. And now we learning, wealth, arts and civilization, but b
them that are regenerated; whereby the lust
was no such thing in truth and reality as
system, then, would correspond in a great measure are first, too, in this kindred movement of Catho
broken in powerless ragingsupon the rock oft!
of the flesh, called in Greek, phronema sar- that holy Christian religion which the min can be brought to the innumerable company of
with our federal government: and it would essen- lic love. This is no mission in the sense of con
Church’s polity. Empires which arc eveny
kos, which some do expound the wisdom, isters of the gospel teach, yet the service Angels. So neither can a holy man and an unho
lially carry out the principles of the constitution oi
some sensuality, some the affections, some which they7 do to the civil government, in ly woman and vice versa. The law which our church. Each diocese would be left to regulate quest of new ground for our Master’s family- It the world’s wonder—Nineveh, and Babylon, 8the desire of die flesh, is not subject to die keeping alt men to these duties, in the ob governs the universe is one, it applies to all per itself according to ils own views of expediency and is no onset upon sin and Saian, to win new tro the Medo-Persian throne, and the iron sway
law of God, and though diere is no con servance of which its peace, good order and sons, characters, and callings; two politicians propriety, ns regarded its own missions: but under phies for the cross from Moslem superstition, Rome—were each of less duration and of k
heathen idolatry, or worse than heathen unbelief. extent, than this dynasty of the Galilean fisk
demnation for them that believe and are happiness consist, deserve the maintenance
can not act together without unity of view and the general control of a body, elected by represent But it is a mission in another, lower, but not less men has proved. Even now, in what remote
baptized ; vet the Apostle doth confess that which they receive from it. and the suppori
ing the combined church in general convention. lovely acceptation, It is a mission of fraternal nook of earth is it not sell-propagated? Aust®
sentiment; nor two merchants; nor two ar
concupiscence and lust hath of itself the nature of every one wiio cares for his country.
The missions would draw their nourishment from love and zeal, undertaken in the same spirit, or asia. an empire but of yesterday, and Hindostf
Prideux.
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mies. Bui that which is the law of the whole the parent hoard; but would not be, as at present,
of sin.”
“'Phe condition of man after the
the same ends, but for their accomplishment in with its seemingly eternal temples mid chaix
is pre-eminently the law of the Church. How trammelled add bound up—not. by general eouven a different way. It is to save, not win; to de less institutions, equally witness the preset
fall of Adam is such, that he cannot turn and
For ‘hr; Western Ej i copal Observer.
tion—but by the influence ot a sister, and on/y equal liver and repair, not to add; a war of defence and the triumphs of successors of the Aposu
prepare himself by his own natural strength
Is it not true at this moment, that the pre can they be even helpers together; how can they be
and good works, to faith and callingupon God. vailing tone of Christianity has so subsided into mutual counsellors—how can they bear each oth diocese. As it is our present theory is an anomaly in against the encroachments of the enemy on our bearing into the desert and to the crowded E
Wherefore we have no power to do good a good natnred quietness, a plausible profession ers burdens—who are as far apart as sin and holi our church. The management of the individual Master’s territory. We have heard the voice of zaar, the same pure form of doctrine and w(
works, pleasant and acceptable to God with of individual humility, slyly praising itself, ness, life and death, light and darkness, and soon Missionniy concerns of the dioceses is taken from brethren, sinking under oppression, and we go ship that we profess. The Andes and the Hin
them, and controlled by others, who have no per io the rescue, for the Lord’s sake and ours, to lay, old Allas and Caucasus, the Nile, and '
out the grace of God by Christ preventing us, while at the same time, it affects too much dil- must be as far apart, dying as they live, in heaven
sonal interests in the subject. The federal inde strengthen the things which remain, which are Indus, and the Amazon, have been crossed
that we inay have a good will, and workl'.g fidence to find fault with any other; and an in
pendence of the dioceses is annihilated as regards ready to die—to lift up the hands which hang Bishops of the Church of Christ, in prosecut;
and hell.
with us. When we have that good wdl.
1 he discriminate charity, which kindly implies that all,
Missions. And that this is far more the case in’ the down, and the feeble knees. Affection, not am of their Master’s conquests. Among us,
If we look at the experience of the people of
Pelatrian heresy was immediately condemned creeds are equally safe at last. I repeat, is not
working of the system, no one who is acquainted bition is our prompter; in the spirit and the let Episcopacy is now flourishing in afi tpe gre
by the various Councils of the Eastern the prevailing tone of Christianity so infected God, in all ages, we shall see that the way of with it can be ignorant.
ter, we fulfil the holy precept, to “seek others’ ness of youth, while in the East it still reig
church, Africa, Italy, France, Ephesus, and with the atmosphere of this fashionable liberality, iransgressors in this particular, has been hard.—
good, and not our own,” when we engage in ail though in the second childhood of old a/
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Aumtstine, entering warmly ...to die contra- that any thing approaching the spirit, and fire, Could we bring together all the sad instances oil the whole existing system to the West, to be located undertaking that is to bring no accession to our needs and wants the reviving breath of i
yjk, overthew it by h» learned wrttmgs. and zeal, and faith, of primitive piety, is de
own numbers, no enlargement of our own bor Spirit which erst made, in the Valley of Vis
nounced as fanaticism, as unholy, because un record, of unscriptural marriages, how sad a pic in one of our larger cities, say in Cincinnati, with
nrovhbitto he alike unknown to the car ter
ders, no visible advantage to our own interests as the drp bones live.
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by
indeed
humbled by impetuosity; or at least shrunk from ture would be presented to the eye. When the
a human institution and association.
church” and unsupported by scripture; but
and shunned as needless and offensive, and there sous of God take to themselves, wives of the the board of Western Missions, should exist in a far
But who realizes this truth in its juS| m3
In this, sir, I rejoice; and I do so because it
,
L:’ -orrifid too far by his zeal, was after
sway Extern city, is beyond our comprehension,
fore
exceedingly
injudicious?
And
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not
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he, being car
laughters of men. because they are fair, or rich, and we have never heard a satisfactory reason give rsalizes the article of our creed in which we pro- tude? Isolated in little and often hos,tl|el
though
not
to
secret of the great apparent increase of religion
war Us led into the contrary,
or accomplished, what can the result be but a for it in the present day. If the former system can less to believe in “one Cjtholic and Apostolic. tors, the bishops of the one Chun h Ca;holfc
among us, that the Church has relaxed in both
known only as officers of their distinc^ ton]
nfirmitv,” says Southey, “ to the
progeny who become giants in wickedness, and not be attained.this perhaps is next in expediency,hut Church.” What do these words mean to multi
a rhea /the heart oi'every one, who dares her doctrine and practice. She occupies a lower
tudes, perhaps the majority, who use them? nions, many almost as the w inds o heave
we
much
doubt
the
consent
of
the
Western
dioceses
wliat their end but destruction? Gen. 6. The
hears unwilling bill unerring and broader platform than is meet, and having
Something vague, indefinite, unreal—a fancy, or the climes they blow upon. Greek, Sy
to loo t ' to Ina own, error Uns, ami tl.e less venial, laid aside, as ultra and unnecessary, much oi intermarriage of God’s ancient people with the to such an arrangement. We shall make no com
a nonentity—a sort of lunar world to speculate Coptic. .Abyssinian, Jacobite, Nestorianv A
,teatnii
-ti „ jay »
a perilous
ments
on
these
two
systems.
Difference
of
opinion
t |.. PS a want of that l.unni .y winch .s what is forbidden to the carnal mind, she has en
surrounding idolators brought repeated and fiar- undoubtedly exists to a great extent on the sol j cl, about, without a hope or wish to make it the mo uiaii. Cl al.lean. Roman. Swedish,
because it imp of wisdom, as well as or Christian
ticed multitudes to join hands with her, w hos<
glo-Indian and Anglo-Am rican—itihurmoi
t)1P fo; ndalion
ful judgments on their nation. Solomons mar but there can be no difference whatever as regards tive or end of a single effort!
hearts are not right with the Lord, and wlu
.; in feeling and in conduct as in name, they £
virtue.’
.
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an
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necessity
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a
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present
would npver have made a show of joining her; riage with Heathenish women, corrupted his faith
| Murdock's Moshiem.
above the love of life and the fear of death, and
to rejoice with joy unspeakable, and full of
glory, and to bear his testimony to the love
and faithfulness of his Lord throughout the
whole course of his protracted trials!
Such
a man is not useless, though his limbs be in
active, his memory faded, all his faculties
impaired, yet his moral feelings are strong
within him; his faith is firm, his hope is
heavenly, his heart is full of peace and joy;
and many another heart is full of peace and
joy; and many another heart feels that the
aged sufferer makes a deeper and more salu
tary impression on it, than all the learning
and eloquence of the schools. As an aged
believer was wont to say, when reduced to
extreme poverty, and wholly disabled by a
paralytic stroke, “ I often seem to myself and
others to be a useless burden on the world:
but I know and believe that God must have
something yet to do by me or in me, other
wise I should not be here.”—Buchanan.

the sains degree dangerous, extreme.—now
termed Calvinism, which equally at that pe
riod and on the same grounds was condemned
by his contemporaries.* The Pelagian heresy
was carried into Britain by one Agricola,
and industriously promulgated.* During the
existing troubles, literature was of ne
cessity neglected, and the British bishops
finding themselves unable to cope with so
skilful an adversary and so popular a doc
trine, sent a deputation to Gaul to request
assistance. The Council of Arles was con
vened, (A. D. 428) to consider the sub
ject; it was determined to send over two
bishops.J When these deputies arrivedthose
who adhered to the true faith received them
with great joy. They soon entered into a
controversy with the heretics in London.
These were convinced of their error, and
openly acknowledged that they were not
able to answer the objections brought against
them, and so far they were vanquished and
disgraced, and Pelagianism checked.||

had she adhered to the Lord’s truth, an I the l.oli- and practice, and laid the foundation for a schism
ness of the Lord’s example. It is not so much in the tribes, and perpetual wars and desolations.
thul genuine Christianity has increased, as that por ages we find Ephraim envying Judah, and
a spurious mixture, diluted down to the palate
vexjng Ephraim. And perhaps no one
of the world, is passing current for the lruc~
many cold hearted profes

Ebe (Episcopal ©bserver.

j Articles of Religion, IX,

organization of the Western ehiucln s, taking a more
active part, anil having a louder voice in the practi
cal management of. he system. The prosperity ot
our church depends on it, and our progress is essen
tially wound up in it. It must be so, or as a Mis
sionary and progressive church, no are lost.
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proselyfe, and thus add one more to her falla was first formed wc laid its plans before Dr. when these were concluded, the chairman, in people, not on roofs or walls, and look on the morti
GREEN BANK, BURLINGTON, NEW
JERSEY/
lied faces in the assembly: let them know your
a
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“
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thanks
to
Almighty
God,
XFORD
DIVINITY
compared
with
that
of
cious pretences in support of her lying and pre Moore, Arcbishop of Canterbury, and Dr.
preaching is real talking with them, whereby they
TIIK BISHOP OF Nt-W JKIISFV, PATROK.
the Romish and Anglican churches, with a
posterous claims to be that Catholic Church of Porteus, the Aishop of London, and we were for the grace he had vouchsafed to bestow may be provoked, as it were, to answer again.
special view to the illustration of the doctiineof rB^H E sunimer term of this institution will com7. Bake heed of over-wording any thing.
which she is but a schismatic and corrupted mem encouraged by their statements to this effect, upon these his servants, the martyred Bishops,
justification bv faith, as it was made of primary im fl rnenee on Ihe first day of May next. The'
8.
Re
sure
you
have
made
the
people
understand
to enable them to follow the steps of their
portance by the reformers; and as it lies at the charges per term of five months for boarding, lodg
ber. Even now she is exulting in the prospect
that the Society should go on, and that its
thoroughly wiiat is ihe good you exhort them to, or
blessed Master, in a meek and patient endur the evil you dehort them from, before you bring foundation of all scriptural views of the gospel ot ing, fuel, use of bed and bedding, and towels, ulr
of numbering among her conquests the 60,000
our Lord Jesus Christ; by the Rt. Rev. Charles English branches, Ancient Language*, and Psal
proceedings should he regarded with candour.
souls who, under their simple-hearted but igno
ance of cruel persecution, even unto death by your motives and means.
M’UvaiiiP, D. D., in I large elegantSvo. volume. mody, are *196.
How encouraging is it now, after forty fire, that they might maintain the cause of! 9 Touch no scripture slightly; trouble not many, P. Theology
rant bishops, constitute the,poor remnant of a
lor the People, in a series of discourses
Washing is charged at fifty cents per dozen.
Church that once gloried in her Ephraim and her years’ labor, that vve have come to a point Jesus Christ, and the purity of gospel truth; but, open the metaphors, and let one scripture point on the catechism oft.be Protestant Episcopal church, Music wtili use of piuiio $15. French $7 5B
out the other.
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join
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Thcodoret, her Philoxenus and her Jacob Nisibepraising God also for having ordained chiefly
19. Let. the scripture teach you, and not you it.
4(2,59. For sale at the Episcopal Depository.
At the suggestion of several friends of tiie insti
nus. Poor and oppressed, they feel the need of ciety, and cordially sanction and approve its through their instrumentality, that the bible
11. Re sure you feed yourself with the people,
tution and in cons queue.-of die peeuniary depres
To Fari'iiix.
fraternal sympathy, the more that while, in their operations among the heathen. 1 look with should be laid open in the English tongue, and else truth will do them little good, and you none at.
sion ol the country the, following propositions are
all;
O
taste
every
bit.
MlE
second
half
session
of
the
subscriber's
made—1. A deduction of ten per cent will be mode
venerable translation of the Sacred Scriptures, the peculiar joy amidst all the difficulties through
12. Take these five candles to point out what to
that God’s holy word should be permitted to
School commenced on Mom ay, 26th u!t on all lulls of the second year, of fifteen percent the
oldest and one of the best existing, and in their which we are passing, at the progress of real
say
to
the
people:
1.
Prayer
for
the
Spirit:
2.
The
Instruction
will
he
given
in
Greek,
Latin,
French,
tlmd year, of twenty percent on the subsequent
have free course through the land ; and pray
liturgies, that have passed unseathdd through the union in the Church of Christ; and notwith
Scriptures unbiassed; 3. The thoughts and expert Mathematics, and the usual blanches of an English years.
vicissitudes of more than a thousand years, they standing all ffiejarring disputes on every side, ing that their memory may he for ever che etici/ ol good men; 4. Your experience; 5. The con Education.
2. To those who send pupils for threl* or more
of the people.
'Boo number of pupils will be limited, and those years leaving the time of tbeiratlendance to the sev
have the Truth, and hold it, they know it not as I cannot but entertain the hope, that all who rished amongst them to the honor and glory dition
13.
Break
off
any
where,
rather
than
run
upon
intended for any of the Eastern Colleges, will have
ornamental branches to the discretion of the
the truth in Jesus, able to make them wise unto love our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity and of God s holy name—that the sacred truths either of these two inconveniences: 2. Either to opportunity of persuing a course of s.tudy, strictly eral
Principal, the whole charge for the lerin, (including
salvation, and strong unto victory, over every truth are more and more uniting themselves for which they were content to suffer death, huddle or tumble together spiritual things; or 2. preparatory for those institutions.
washing amounting as the several itetus do lo about
For particulars, apply to the subsciber nt his * 189,) will be ,*I5(I.
thing than can oppose or try them. But Rome together, and combining on the side of truth may be forever written in their hearts—and tire the weakest of your flock.
14.
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noth

school
room,
Sixth
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side)
between
Vine
3. When three or more daughters of one family
that the candle which was at that time lighted
insidiously offers them her protection, and con against error.
ing material to say.
and Walnut.
are educated at the Hall, a deduction of twenty pci
in England may never go out (alluding to
ceals the worst feature of the slavery which is to
15. Let your doctrine, and the constant stream of
E. SMITH BROOKS.
cent will he made on nil their hills.
be it's condition—can we wonder that they ac
Latimer’s address to Ridley at the stake— your preaching, be about the chielest spiritual
4. Wlicti more than five and less than tefi pn-'
RBFERESCKS.
things,
and
Jet
small
controversies
and
external
pils from the same neighborhood, a deduction of fit'
cept it, left alone as they are, in theirjgnorance
S. W. Pomeroy, Esq.
Judge F.ste,
"We are indebted to a correspondent, for the “Be of good comfort, Master Ridley, and duties come in by and bye.
teen per cent on all charges will be made, and when’
and misery? If they are deprived of their re
Rev. H. V. D Johns, N. Longworth, Esq.
16. Beware of forms; neither be tied to any one
the number is more than ten, a deduction ol twenty
succeeding more detailed account of the reli play the man ; we shall this day light such a
E. D. Mansfield, Esq.
Rev. C. Colton,
maining treasures, the free use of the pure word
method.
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by
God
’
s
grace,
in
England,
as
I
trust,
per cent.
11. Starr, Esq.
17. Be always on that, subject, which is next your
of Gotl and an uncorrupted form of worship, and gious services in Fredericksburg the week shall never he put out,’) but may continue to
One hundred dollars must lie paid nt the be
May
1st,
1841.
heart; and -be not too thrifty and careful what, to say
ginning of every term; afid all money for the use
Rome is enriched with one more instrument with before the last.
spread the glorious light of his truth far and next, for God will provide: it will be offensive like
ol'the pupils must be left with the Printijal. ^ohillF
MVnlniit EDiBs Cemetery.
Bishop Moore, according to notice, held
which to deceive the unwary among ourselves
to be contracted by or for the pupils. When the
wide eve:; unto the ends of the earth.” The kept manna, if reserved through t ill t he next. day.
’
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in
this
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the
grounds
into an admission of her claim to be the mother his annual ordination on Sunday, 18fli of
18. Be sure to extricate carefully, any goodly
term bills are not paid will.in ten <:nys oiler the close
Lord’s prayer \was then repeated, the old poait
1
J
belonging
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Lane
Seminary,
are
offered
for
you
speak
of,
out
of
ihe
notions
and
terms
ol
of any term, a draff, will he drawn and the i xpense/
and mistress of churches—while we, as indiffer July, in St. George’s church, Fredericksburg.
sab*.
hundredth
psalm
sung
with
great
effect,
by
,
lie
divinity:
else
it
will
freeze
inevitably
in
your
mouth
charged.
ent spectators, look on the iniquitous transac 'The occasion was one of very great interest.
The ground is near enough to ihe city for conveAddress Rev. R. J. Germain, Chaplain. Principal
and their ears.
tion—will the Lord who bought them and us to There had been, on the two proceeding days, children of the parish school, and the blessing
19. L *t there bn no disfigur ng of faces, or snuf lii uice, and vet distant enough Io be free from inter teacher and Head of, the family, St Alary's Hall;
pronounced
by
the
chairman.
ruption.
ami
to
secure
Unit
retirement
so
desirable
be Ilis own peculiar people, trophies of his own frequent religious services, with preaching of
fing in the nose, nor hemming in the throat, nor any
Burlington, N. .1.
antic gesture, pretending devotion made gravity; to i lie repose of departed friends.
untarnished glory—not require it at our hands7
To the friends of Christian EdurAtion in the Churcl t
unusual power, by several of our clerical
Those
wishing
to
pnre.iiase
lots
are
requested
to
which will make you s ein a loathsome Pharisee, or
[To be continued.]
St. Mary's Hall is just completing its fourth year.’
inquire of Mr. Stephen Burrows, corner of Fourth
brethren. On Saturday afternoon a missionary “ONE ETAR DIFEERETH FROM ANOTHER a diitracted man broke losse from bedlam.
IN
GLORY.
”
29. Do not. care so much whether the people re and Vine Streets. Cincinnati: or of Mr. Ford, at tile Tin* undersigned, having originated the enterprise'
address was delivered by Rev. John Payne,
ceive your dociri e, as whether you and it are ac Seminary, who will aUo give direction to the Sexton and taken a etrfmianl si are in its prosecution, line,
recently returned from Africa, presenting a
Behold the glorious firmament that canopies ceptable to the Lord.
of anv interm >nts to be made.
June 15 25 6m ■ thus far borne no public, testimony to the working of
CIIURCII MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
i the plan, which, in 1837, he announced, in Ins ‘Ap
most encouraging view of the mission in our globe.
There is the fair white star, the
21. Do not conc’ive that your 7,°al or earnestness
BJr. ii)ocio$I>
peal to Barents, (dr Female Eduiatioii on ( lirisliaii
It is a principal almost universally admitted, which he has been engaged, for several years,
canjrrevail
w'r.h
the
people:
but
the
(ore?
of
spiritual
pattern of an innocent anti virtuous life, light
Offers bis professional services lo li e ini.a; itants ot Principles.’ It was thrn !us expectation that at
that there is no better index of the spiritual
reason, the evidence of scripture, and the power of
this city, offic • on sixth street, a few doors from I■•nsl-t’oiir veins would be ruqi lr«d for the developewith so much self-sacrificing zeal. At night, ing up the .heavens with its quiet beauty; the Holy Ghost.
state of any church, than the amount of inter a numerous congregation filling the church,
incut of the principles of the u-siiliiticn, and rostur-'
there the glowingred star, surrounded with a
22. Do not think that hearers can re ceive as you lire corner of Race.
Residence in Sixth street. North side, near Main. mg and settling its plans, lie considers that this
est its members evince in behalf of Missions.
an adult hapdstn took place, with the solem bright halo, .he emblem of an earnest zeal in con c ive, and so make your own conception the
is
now fully done: ami he thercJoie fee.s that it is
Jnlv 3. 1841.
rule of dealing the bread of life, so shall you only
Wherever there is a just appreciation of the
his duty to declare, to all whom it may concern, his
nity always attendingthat rite—after which, the Master’s service; and the green star, in please yourself, admired but not understood by
blessings of the gospel, there will he an in
T
BUR I’ON, trom Buita lelphia. having entir * satisfaction with the pnncipl s. plan, and adand an able sermon from Ps. cxix. 96, con dicative of the beauty of holiness, the settled ot hers.
, sp’ut many years ih ra as an accountant, mini tiafion of St. Mary's Hail; and his conviction
tense desire to extend those blessings to the
23.
Let
there
bo
something
in
every
sermon
to
firmation was administered bv the Bishop; serenity and perfect consistency of Ghrisiian
and having 111* n isi, nnqaalifi I reco nmnulations of ilia, it deserves the full confidente and the hhera'
draw poor sinners to Jesus Christ.
ends of the earth.
icis to the merchants ami patronage of the friends of Christian Education iit
twelve persons, chiefly young, being the sub character, the agreeable color on which the
24- Take heed that v our comparisons be not ridic liiscapacity, offw
tradesmen of this citv, for the balancing of their the Church. It is to such that the appeal has al
Among those who admit the truth of this jects of that primitive and very impressive eye rests with unalloyed and never-ceasing ulous, and yet he not shy of homely ones.
ways been made, and is now: St. Mary's Hall hav
25- Study every scripture you are to speak of be books, s’tiling of a-counts, making out bills, or ing bpr-n founded and unforiiiily conducted as a
principle, it is not common to hear the. Church ceremony. On Sunday morning, the service satisfaction. Many and varied are the lights
other writing, which will be most expeditiously
forehand.
lest
you
overburden
invention
or
presume
Church institution. No pupils indeed are rejected
of England denounced, as dead, and formal, for the day being performed by the Rector, and shades of the stars of heaven, yet each
done, on reasonable terms.
loo much on your own parls.
Applv at tiie Theological and Classical Book on account of their religious profession. Ail arc
and destitute of vital godliness.
And yet an ordination sermon of great soundness and has its peculiar beauty, and twinkles amid die
26. Take care to free truth of extravagancies, of
welcome. And a large number of its inmates have
No. I, Rogers’ Row, West Fourth Street.
there is no church in the whole Protestant, eloquence was delivered by Professor Spar clear expanse with a fulness of light, which needless digressions, needless lmads and enumera Store,
always been of such asdid not profess and call them
Cincinnati, July, 1841.
tions.
selves Churchmen. But its trainiiig and its tenden
world that does so much for missions as the row ; after which the Bishop admitted to the renders it an object of untiring admiration to
27. Slum apologies, for they are always offensive.
cies have always been and wili always be in accord
Eclectic School Books.
Church of England.
There undoubtedly sacred order of Deacons eight young men, a contemplative mind.
ance with the doctrine, discipline, and worship of
HE Eclectic Series of School Books, for sale the Protestant Episcopal Cl nrch: afid it is matter of
have been, and now are much deadness and graduates of the Theological Seminary, and
Astronomers tell us of planets which have EPISCOPAL WORSHIP-FREE SITTINGS.
at the new Bookstore, on West Fourth Street. devout thankfulness to Almighty God, that from
formality in certain portions of the Church of two others to the sacred order of Priests. several moons attending them, of colors as
Also, Bil le Quadiureus, llierogly j hie Bilde, 3 hewithin its walls many have gone out. to carry with
There will be Episcopal Worship as usual, at Western
Primer, and r great variety of other instruc them the principles which were here imbibed or con
England. But we doubt whether there can The first, were presented by Rev. E. C. Me various as the stars which we behold. With
be found any where in Christendom a church Quire, D. D., the last by Rev. Dr. Sparrow. what rainbow hues of glory must the night the Church at the Corner of Ninth and Elm tive and amusing toy books.
firmed: and, ‘adorning in al! things the doctrines of
July 17.
W. BURTON.
God our Saviour,’ t<> prniote, we trust, in the stacontaining so many and such exalted speci After the ordination the holy communion was scene of such a globe be variegated !
How Streets, on next Sunday Afternoon Sth inst., at
j lions in which Providence shall place them the
C«oi<l and Silver.
mens of finished Chistian character as the administered to a large and devout body of must the colors intermix and change as the Half-past Four o’clock.
■ same sacred influence in others
ANTED by
In conclusion, the undersigned, with the very best
English church. The Church Missionary communicants, about 250 in number, many different satellites alter their positions ! W hat
1. M. BISSELL. ! possible opportunities of knowledge, earnestly, and
A Slock of Spcii.lid Piano Fades,
West Third Street
Society, and its magnificent operations, truly of them being from the adjacent counties. variations in the appearance of all objects,
without any qualification, recommends St. Mary's
indicate a hidden flame of love for Jesus and In the evening a large assemblage early must be effected by the passage of night 1QOSSESSING the various modern improve: Hall to all who desire a place for the education of
Indiana Scrip.
JU incuts, and for sweetness and richness of tunc,
the glory'of his name burning in ten thou crowded the church, when the Rev. Mr. Hill clouds through the sky, alternately obscuring well balartced action, durability of materials, and ele W ANTED b,
, M BiSSEl.L. , their daughters:
1. As a healthy and delightful residence, and a
sand English hearts. This Society is a vol preached the annual sermon in behalf the and exposing moons of different color!
gance of Jinis'i, unsurpassed, now arriving, and to
YVest Third Street. | safe asylum.
be had on the most reasonable terms, at the Musical
untary association.
It has been in existence Missionary Society of the Theological Semi
2.
As a domestic institution, another home, in
Aside from the magnificence of the mate Seminary, and Piano Forte Saloon, Cincinnati,
' which pupils and teachers live together, as one
tn ire than forty years, and eternity only can nary; to which he addod a gratifying account, rial works of God, which thought labors in Race Street below Fourth.
GfLce and Rendence if Dr. Lawreme
; family.
reveal the countless blessings it has scattered of the Greek Mission.
August7—*
W. NIXON.
The discourse was vain adequately to conceive, imagination in
at dr.waldo’s, third street,
3. As a Seminary of sound and thorough instruc
over this ruined earth.
It has expended in heard with great interest—an interest much its wildest flights and when longest on the
tion in all the usual branches of useful and elegant
Aiear
the Post Office.
Itoafdiug
and
Bay
School
for
Young
Ladies.
learning.
efforts to spread the gospel, during die last increased by his succeeding narrative. A col wing, has piobably never reached any thing
no 21
Mav 22.
4. As a Christian institution, under pastoral and
CONDUCTED BY MRS., GOOCH.
year, not less than four hundred and ninety lection was taken up in aid of the General like the numerous variations of beau'y in the
Episcopal supervision, in which there are daily wor
Ii. E. BREWSTEK,
thousand dollars.
It should be born in Missionary Society, amounting to $66 54. different aspects of the starry heavens from rrpHE Studies in this Institution will be resumed
ship, and instruction in sacred things; and in which
3 on Monday, 23d’of August.
the knowledge of salvation, through faith which is
STOCK AND EXCHANGE
tuind, that this Society has been sustained This followed a very recent collection in be different points of view. And yet these are
Mrs. Gooch can accommodate a few more Boardin Christ Jesus, is held and taught to be the most,
from the beginning by the Evangelical mem half of the same object..
desirable knowledge, and growth in grace, through
The services were > only emblematical of the real heaven of light ing Pupils, and would suggest to those Barents who
CINCINNATI.
sanctification of the Spirit, the great end of human
bers of the Church. It has been the Scots, continued to a late hour, but with no signs of and glory in which the redeemed of the Lord intend placing tli»ir Daughters under her care, that
this is the most advantageous time to commence.
‘ life.
and Cecils and Simpsons, and Venus, and weariness in a numerous auditory. On Mon shall shine as stars. But how shall those The fceasoti is favorable to study, and the Classes
G. W. DOANE,
Kitchen Furnirnrc.
Biddulphs, and Buchanans, that have carried day morning (as on those which preceded) shine there who emit no light—those dark, will be nearly arranged for the following year; dur
Bishi p if New Jersey.
GENERAL
assortment
ol
Kitchen
Furniture.
Riverside, Feb. 8,18-Q.—5w.___ _____________
on this enterprise. The records of Church the lecture room was filled at an early hour unsightly orbs that have no light in them ing which period there will be no intermission except
Groceries, Queensxvare, Glassware, Mailers,
Christmas.
history will show, who have been the truest bv an overflowing congregation, when the selves and reflect none on those around them? a week at Walnut
Tea-Trays,
For
sale
by
n
.
nv
street, near Fourth, Cincinnati.
May 8.
D- R' C ADY'
churchmen, who have loved most anti made Bishop delivered a parting address with much It is said that the original nature of the dia July 31.
iiook and Jab
,____________ _ f w.
most sacrifices to extend the borders of our fervent and pathetic exhortation.
mond and the charcoal is the same; yet the T/I'U S. KILOH, a native of England, is ue.-irmis
THE CHURCH CHOIR.
Zion, both in this country and in England.
UST received and lor sale at ihe Episcopal DeThe whole occasion was distinguished b\ ravs that light up the former with unearthly tVI to receive into hertamily three Young Ladies,
OFFICE,
14 vears of ag’. ns associates with li *r daugbpository—south side of Fourth street, a few
It is really amazing to see what has been deep sensibility and the most decorous de glory, fall on tire black mass of the latter, and under
ir-rs in tbeir studies, who would participate with n.cm , doors west of Maim
mt, ?7-est ef pi -t".
f.
accomplished, tinder the blessing of God, by meanor on the part of a very large assemblage ire lost in unbroken gloom. The corrupting the comforts of home, combined with ihe discipu,
the Church. Missionary Society. Through of persons.- Ol a present Savior, and a quick influences rf.-in blacken the soul, and without of School.
, r, i
S. 75. BI9SEF.L.,
Car's of terms mav be had nt Mr. Lucas Book
this Society, the gospel has sounded forth ening Spirit in the midst of the people, then i radical change, no degree of light thrown
. 1’tintvff.q,
kXi'*
store, oral Mr. Ilas'ucks, 92 Mam slre.t. »
ms.
E X C II A Js G L B R C > A, into all lan Is.
In West and South Africa; was vouchsafed us in marry, every delightful upon the intellect will illumine the moral K,
Mount Auburn, 23 .buy, ,- .I.
tl'cst Third Street,
Executed b: i»ff» OFFIC E in the Oral Sr»’
The most respectable references can be given.
in the Islands of* the Mediterranean; in indication. As a number, in the use of the character to the spiritual sight.
Art, and with Expedition.
Feb. 1841.
Cincinnati, ©>fo.
July 31.
Greece, Asia Minor, and Egypt; inAbys- holy sacraments, were gathered into the fold
Baptist Advocate.
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times approaches very nearly the stature of man. female ourang is now to be seen in the Museum
Bristol’s Extract of Sarsaparilla,
His body is stoutly formed, and is covered with of the Zoological Society of London, an invalua
OR the cure of Scrofula, Syphilis, Cancer, Le
prosy, Suit Rheum, Erysipelas, SfC.
The ble specimen.”
CONDUCTED BY THE AUTHOR OF THE - YOUNG LADY'S COMPAN a coarse hair, of a reddish brown color.
ION,” “BOTANY OF THE SCRIPTURES” -LIFE OF
From the New World.
The tearful eyes of the young auditors attested
face is bluish, inclined to a lead color, as is the
WYCLIFFE,” ETC. ETCBristol’s Extract of Sarsaparilla.—This is one of
rest of the skin when exposed. The arms are the sympathy felt by them in the history which the few advertised mecicines that cannot be stigma
very long, reaching to the knees; the hands long Mrs. Howard had last read, and they all agreed tized with quackery. We invite the attention of
THE MARTYR’S SONG.
those interested to the strongly certified case of cure
and
thin, having slender fingers, but a very short that it was very far more interesting than Buf related by Mr. Bristol, in our advertising columns.
BY MRS. REMANS.
Sarsaparilla, it is well known, is one of the most ef
thumb. The lower extremities are dispropor fon’s.
He knelt, the Saviour knelt and pray’d,
ficient, and at the same time innocuous agents in
“
Mamma,
”
said
Mary,
“
how
comesit
that
the
tionately
short,
compared
with
the
arms,
and
the
the whole materia mediea, and by far the best and
hen but bis Father’s eye '
purest
preparation of it is that offered by Bristol.
ourang
is
so
often
represented
as
ill
natured,
and
great
toe,
or
what
corresponds
to
that
member,
Looked through the lowly garden’s shade,
is very short. When young, they are mild, and even malicious?—the two examples you have
On that dread agony;
This invaluable Medicine has won by its own
easily attached. Their imitative powers are given us are certainly more amiable and attractive merits a reputation for extraordinary cures ex
The Lord of all above, beneath,
ceeding
that of most others in the catalogue of
very remarkable, and they sometimes make rather than brutes generally.”
curatives. Its sterling virtues recommend it to ail
Was bowed with sorrow unto death.
“There is, however, my dear, quite ample ground who are laboring under cutaneous diseases; and
ludicrous attempts to follow the example of those
there is no case so desperate but that hopes may be
The sun set in a fearful hour,
around them. They are, however, my dear for the libel which lias been brought on your entertained of recovery if resort bt^ had to thi. pre
The stars might well grow dim,
girls, in their best state, utterly incapable of ex friends, the ourangs, “remarked Mrs. Howard, paration. Maladies universally supposed by V e
most eminent writers on medical subjects to be in
When this mortality had power
ercising thought or reflection, and in intelligence with a smile. I have met with the account of curable. have been, in every instance where this.ExSo to o’ershadow Him!
little, if at all, exceed the superior specimens of twoyoung ourangs which a Monsieur de laBrosse tract has been used and propprly persevered in, com
pletely removed, and the suffering patent lifted, as it
That He who gave man breath, might know
the dog or horse kind.” Did you not, Mrs. How once had with him on board a vessel, which were, from the grave, and restored to health and
The very depths of human wo.
ard, inquired Emma Selby, with apparent inter were of quite a different character from those 1 us fulness,—those horrible diseases, Scrofula, Sy
philis, Cancer, Leprosy, Dyspepsia, Salt lilieum,
est, > inform us that you had some anecdotes have described. Winn ihey wanted anything Erysipelas, Neuralgic affections, and all the various
He proved them all! the doubt, the strife,
about these creatures to relate to us.” “I have at table, they were impatient and restless till maladies that are supposed to be entrenched in the
The faint, perplexing dread,
constitution.
endeavored. Emma,” she replied, “to select some their wishes were attended to; and if the cabin
The mists that bang o’er parting life,
[From the Coneaut (Ohio) Gazette.]
well authenticated anecdotes for you, and will boy continued inattentive to them, they would
All gather’d round bis head;
Bristol’s Fluid Extrucl of Sarsaparilla.—We be
not
hesitate
to
compel
him
so
to
do,
by
seizing
now
relate
them
to
you.
The
celebrated
Buffon
And the Deliv’rer knelt to pray—
lieve this is the second time we have ever offered cur
gives an account of an ourang-outang that he had him by the arm, biting and throwing him clown. readers any thing in the shape of commendation of
Yet pass’d it not, that cup, away!
the numerous medicines of tire day, but the celebri
known personally, which uniformly walked on One of them was attacked by illness on one oc ty which the ‘Extract of Sarsaparilla’ has attained
casiou,
and
would
allow
none
of
the
passengers
It pass’d not—though the stormy wave
not only with those who have used it, but with the
two feet when carrying things of considerable
medical faculty, warrant us fully in recommending
Had sunk beneath his tread;
weight, lie was mild and somewhat melan any peace, until his comfort had been well at it to those afflicted will) cutaneous diseases and oth
tended
to.
But,
my
dear
children,
while
we
er
diseases of the blood. Most are somewhat ac
It pass’d not—though to him the grave
choly in his air and manners, and exhibited nei
quainted with the properties of the herb and tosuch
fell
annoyed
at
such
an
exhibition
of
temper
in
Ilad yielded up its dead.
ther the impatience of the Barbary ape, the ma
it will be only necessary to make assurances, that
But there was sent him from on high,
liciousness of the baboon, nor the extravagance the ourang, let us remember it is but a brute, and it contains its active concentrated principle. It is
highly recommended as such by those who have
A gift of strength for man to die.
of the monkey. “It may be alleged,” he con possesses not the conscience which we have been used it, by those eminent among the faculty, and by
•
tinues, “that he had the benefit of instruction; blessed with, to serve as our monitor to guide us many of the leading journals in the United States.
And was the Sinless thus beset
but the apes which I shall compare with him to our duty. It is not, therefore, an accountable
Opinions from Medical Gentlemen.
With anguish and dismay?
We are acquainted with the preparation of
were educated in the same manner. Signs and being, nor does it transgress the commandments
Sarsaparilla, manufactured by C. C. Bristol, and
How may wc meet our conflict yet,
words were alone sufficient to make our ourang- of a holy and most merciful God as we do, when having made use of it more or less in our practice,
In the dark and narrow way?
wc yield to our wayward and evil tempers. believe it to contain an active principle of Sarsapa
Through llim—through Him, that path who trod: outang act; but the baboon required a cudgel, Having drawn a moral from its history, wc will rilla, in a highly concentrated form, and as a prepa
ration, we esteem it as one of the best we have ever
and the other apes a whip, for none of tne rest
Save, or we perish, Son of God!
met with.
dismiss the subject till another occasion.”
would obey unless thus treated. I have seen
J. Trowbridge, M. D. Cyrenius Chapin, M. D.
(To be continued.)
this animal present his hand to conduct the peo
Charles Vv inne, M. D. Moses Bristol, M. D.
WINTER EVENING CONVERSATIONS -OR
Josiah Barries, M. D. J. E. Marshall, M. D.
ple who came to visit him, and walk as gravely
J. E. Hawley, M. D. A. S. Sprague, M. D.
HOME MADE HAPPY.
along as if he had formed a part of the company. T’a/f> RS. WOOD will give instructions in landA. Miller, M. D.
F. L. Harris, M. D.
scape, figure, and miniature1 drawing, and
[Continued from,page 121.]
11. R. Stagg, M. D.
I have seen him sit down at table, unfold his wilt also take likenesses, at her residence on Sixth
Various circumstances had conspired to inter napkin, wipe his lips, use a spoon or fork to carry street, between Vine and Walnut streets. A few or
The following extract of a letter from Dr. J. A.
tier paintings may be seen at the Exhibition of the
Hyde, one of the oldest and most respectable prac
rupt the progress of the young Howards and the victuals to his mouth, pour his liquor into a Academy of Fine Arts, near the Post Otiice.
titioners in the western section, is given.
Cincinnati, April 24, 1840.
their friend, in the study of Natural History, and glass, and make it touch that of the person who
Youngstown, June 11, 1838.
it was therefore with no small delight that they drank along with him. When invited to drink
Mr. C. C. Bristol,
A CARD.
Dear Sir—I am neariy out of Sarsaparilla again,
received an intimation from their kind instruct- tea, he brought a cup and saucer, placed them on
With a view to introduce to the inhabitants ot
and if ^ou please you may send me two dozen bot
tress, that she would once more be able to re the table, put in sugar, poured out the tea, and Cincinnati the lady whose name is attached to the ties by stage or cars, directed to nje at this place.
above, I beg leave to say, that Mrs. Wood is a dauglr
I have frequently prescribed your Compound Fluid
sume her occupations.
allowed it too cool before he drank it. All these ter of Win. Daniell, Royal Academician of London, Extract
of Sarsaparilla for two years past, with
favorably known to artists as one of the most accom
This pleasure was by no means diminished on actions he performed without any other instiga plished painters ot England. Parents desirous ol much advantage, in Chronic diseases, especially in
learning that she had some interesting anecdotes tion than the signs or verbal orders of his master, having their daughters instructed in the beautiful art Scrofula and obstinate cutaneous affections attended
of landscape and figure drawing may here have an with a scrofulous habit. Also, in secondary syphilis
to relate concerning some of the animals, whose and often of his own accord. He did no injury opportunity seldom to be met with. Having seen - and in chronic general debility, from almost any
history wjould be first presented for their con to any person. He even approached company Mrs. Wood’s drawings, ami received instructions cause. It generally proves useful. 1 third; your
trom her in a member of my own family, I can bear Fluid Extract the best preparation of Sarsaparilla I
sideration.
with circumspection, and presented himself as testimony to her faithful as fivell as eminently skil ever used.
With much respect, yours truly,
“I observed,” said Mrs. Howard, “on a pre if he desired to be caressed. He was very fopd ful exertions for her pupils.
J. A.'HYDE.
Henry V. D. Johns.
vious occasion, that the membejs of the class of dainties which every body gave him, and as
Cincinnati, April 8, 184!.
Mr. C. C. Bristol,
Quadrumana, in their bodily structure, make a his lungs were diseased, and ho was afflicted
Reference may also be made to the
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D.
Dear Sir: For the last three or four years, I have
nearer approach to that of man than any others with a troublesome cough, this quantity of sweet
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.
used in my practice Bristol’s Extract of Sarsaparil
of the animal kingdom, while they differ from things very probably contributed to shorten his
Rev. J. T. Brooke.
la, (prepared by yourself,) and almost invariably
with the most marked benefit to my patients. I
him in many striking particulars.
life. He lived one summer in Paris and died in
Books ill Philadelphia Prices.
have prescribed it mostly in chronic diseases of the
The foot of man, as I told you before, is London the following winter. He ate almost
skin
and alimentary organs, and also in affections
YLUNT’S Lectures on the Life of Christ,
arising
from the impure state of the blood. 1 can
Price,
gl- 25
formed in a peculiar manner, and marks a pecu every thing, but preferred ripe and dried fruit to
do.
do.
do.
St. Paul,
1 60 cheerfully recommend it to the public as a safe and
liarity in the station he was designed to fill, as all other kinds of food. lie drank a little wine,
do.
do.
do.
Kt. Peter,
1 00 efficacious remedy in the above diseases.
R. G. SNOW, M. D.
do.
do.
do,
Elisha,
75
one deputed by his Creator to walk as monarch but of his own accord, left it for milk, tea, or
Buffalo, August 15, 1838.
do.
do. Hist, of the 7 C’s of Asia, 75
of that earth, which was prepared .or his dwell other mild liquids.”
do. . Sermon s,
75
Ancient Christianity, and Doc. of Ox. Tracts, 1 25
From Doctors Wells and Cheney, resident Physi
ing place. On the contrary, the Quadrumana
When Mrs. Howard paused, the young ladies Church Dictionary, enlarged edition,
1 37 cians at Canandaigua.
have their extremities so constructed as to,afford smiled, and one of them inquired whether Buf Table of the Lord,
78
Canandaigua, Dec. 27, 1838.
’s Harmony of the Four Gospels,
75
We have frequently prescribed Mr. Bristol’s pre
them every facility in climbing trees, on the fon’s ourang-outang had not probably been more Bickersteth
do.
Treatise on Prayer,
50 paration of Sarsaparilla in our practice, and have al
Jackson on Baptism,
62 ways found it to answer an excellent purpose, in
fruits of which it was intended they should than usually intelligent and interesting.
Life and Opinions of Rev. Dr. .Milne,
50 places where Sarsaparilla was applicable. Our
chiefly subsist. Their heads are also formed in
“It by no means excels others that I have read Henry’s Coinmunicat’s Companion,
56 knowledge of the article has not been limited, and
«.
50 we can freely say that it is the best prepaiation of
a different manner from that of man, being much of,” .she replied; “nay rather must yield the palm Christ to Return,
Prayer, morrocco,
60 Sarsaparilla we have ever used.
smaller and narrower in proportion to the body of interest to one whose history has affected me Common
Do.
do.
sheep,
30 and 25
R. WELLS, M. D.
37
than this; their fore-arms are also much more not a little; and as it has been published as au Hook’s Family Prayers,
E. W. CHENEY, M. D.
I
Year Book, or Manual of Every Day Reference 1 50
extended than man’s.
thentic by the Religious Tract Society of London, Flora’s Eexicrtn, extra guilt, 4 colored plates, 1 50
*#*For certificates and other evidence, enquire of
84
This class includes a vast variety of species I think I may venture to give it to you as one American Common Place Rook of Poetry
SANFORD & PARK.
A variety of .Books for Sunday Schools, and Sta
Agents for Cincinnati, No. Eas. 4th st.
which are generally known under the appellations that may strictly be depended on.” Mrs. How tionery also intended to be for sale at the lowest
July 10, 1841.
of apes, baboons and moilkeys, which names are, ard then opened a volume, and read as follows: cash prices, and the favors 6f the public are respect
fully solicited.
W. BURTON.
however, used with too little discrimination, being “A gentleman whose lose virtue and science will
ESoardiug aji<l Siay ScZioul Pci' Young Emlscs.
originally designed to point out the peculiarities ever deplore, was on one occasion out 'with a
SoatErgatc’s Toesr.
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOGCI1,
of each species. To all of them had been given, party of men in Sumatra, when, fin some trees, TNjyARRATIVE of a Tour through Armenia,
Walnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati.
1_ Nj Kurdistan, Peisia and Mesopotamia, with an
by the naturalist, Linngms, the generic name of removed from the dense forest, a female ourang- Introduction and Occasional Observations upon the r 'TIE course of instruction pursued in this esta> blisfimerit includes all the most important and
Simia; but the numberless species now classed outang, with a young one in its arms, was dis Condition of Mohammedanism and Christianity in useful branches of' female education, comprising the
these Countries.- By the Rev. Horatio Southgate.
following studies: The Emglish and French lan
under this appellation, has rendered it necessary covered, and a pursuit commenced: In the ar- 2. vols., roy. 12mo.
The work of which we have given the title in full, guages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Composi
to separate them into a variety of smaller groups, dor of the moment, and excited by the hops of
tion,
Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Philos
at the beginning of this paragraph, we esteem, after
each possessing distinctive features. Some of possessing an animal so rare, the gentleman for a careful perusal, the most valuable of all the histo ophy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), BellesLettres, &c.
these are peculiar to the old continent, while got every thing hut the prize before him, and ries of travel iilti.e-East with which the press has
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, with Landscape
teemed for the last two or three years, in that it
others have never been discovered in a native urged on his men by the promise of /a reward gives the only comprehensive and full account of and Flower Painting.
Great attention is paid to the deportment, as well
Mohammedanism and oriental sects arid institutions,
state elsewhere than in the warm regions of the should their exertions be successful.
as they really exist. We have had an abundance of as to the moral and intellectual improvement of the
New World. One peculiarity of the latter is
Thus stimulated, they followed up the chase; books of travel, full of interesting personal adven Pupils.
Terms and further particulars may be known on
ture, and giaphic discriptions of scenery and antiquifurnished by the lateral position of the nosouts, the animal, encumbered by her young one, made ties;but
before the present,no work so full in its expo personal application or by letter.
,
between a larger space is observable, than prodigious efforts to gain the dense and intricate sition of the dominant religion of Asia, or of the References—
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D., Gambier.
condition ot its various countries. Mr. Southgate
is commonly seen in the species common recesses of the wood, and sprang from tree to performed bis extensive tour under the direction of
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.,
Cincinnati.
Rev. H. V. D. Johns,
to the Old World.
Moreover, not one, i tree, endeavoring; by every means, to elude the the Foreign Committee of the Board of Missions of
Sept.
8,
1840.
the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United
believe, of the American Semise have been vigilance of her pursuers. Several shots were States. Beside the information which the nature
A Card.—Having been intimately acquainted with
ewer found destitute of a tail, and many of them fired, and at length one proved fatal, the ball pene Of his appointment lead us to expect in his pages rela
tive to the peculiar institutions of the country and Mrs. Gooch for some time past, as an esteemed
are characterized by a peculiarity in this organ, trating the right side of the chest. Feeling her to the Christian churches which remain yet scater member of my church, and having had ample oppor
which enables them to attach themselves as a self mortally wounded, and with the blood gush ed over its surface, lie had added much to our tunities of observing her course as the head of a
knowledge of oriental particular geography and Female Seminary, 1 can cordially recommend her
support, to the ooughs or Hunks of trees. 11ns ing from her mouth, she from that moment took statistics, and the work is illustrated by a number of school, as one of the best I have ever met with.
and engravings, that add very much to its in Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in
family of the Simia is known by th name of no care of herself, but, with a mother’s feelings, maps
England and in this country in female education,
terest and value.
most
summoned
up
all
her
dying
energies
to
save
her
The Flag Ship: or a voyage aiound the World, and brings to her responsible p-.ifession, a large
Spider Monkeys. While they display th
the United States Frigate Columbia; attended by share of experience, and sound and varied learning.
astonishing agility in swinging themselves from young one. She threw it onwards over the tops in
her consort, the Sloop of War John Adams, and Parenis entrusting their daughters to her care, may
one b«ugh to another, or in suspending them of the trees, and from one branch to another, bearing the broad Pennant of Commodore George Jiave every confidence that they will be faithfully
C. Read. By Filch W. Taylor, Chaplain to the taught, and kindly watched over, when disengaged
selves by their long and flexible tails; when taking the most desperate leaps after it herself, Squadron. 2 vols., roy., 12mo. Illustrated with from study.
H. V. D. Johns,
Rector of St. Paul's Ch., Cincinnati
obliged to move about on the ground, they ex and again facilitating its progress, until the intri Engravings.
Sept. 10, 1840.
For sale at the Bookstore of
hibit a correspondent awkwardness, and trail cacy of the forest being nearly gained, its chances
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Columbus, March 19, 1841.
SpSeuriid Ecadcji
their awkwardly formed limbs along its surface of success were sure. vYll this time the blood
FffYHE Pictoral edilion of the Book of Common
was flowing; but her efforts had been unabated,
with difficulty, and in a clumsy manner.
SScIlvalsie ois .5 jasttUcJilion.
JL Prayer, illustrated with many handsome en
As the Simia cf the Old and New World are, and it was only when her young one was on the TSAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish- gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev.
Stoking, M. A.
in many respects, widely different, I will give point of attaining to a place of safety, that she jL er, Columbus, has just published Justification Henry
The Life of Christ,illustrated with choice prayers
by Faith; with- an Appendix: By the Rt. Rev.
you accounts of some individuals in one class, rested on one of the topmost branches of a gigan Charles 1’. McIlvaine, D. D., Bishop of the l’rot. from one hundred and thirty eight eminent British
in the Diocese of Ohio. J vol.Price, hand and Foreign Divines, and ernbelished with seventy
and then in the other, but it would lead us into tic tree. True to her ruling passion, even in Church
somely bound, 37&cts. The work may be had ofMyers nine engravings after celebrated authors.
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
a lengthy detail, were I to attempt minutely to death, she turned for a moment to gaze after her ,fe Miller Gambier; S. Wells, Newark; A. P.
The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible.
Rritchards, Granville; Ed. Lucas&Co. Cincinnati;
note every one of the almost innumerable spe- young one, reeled, and fell, head foremost, dead also, in Philadelphia, at the bookstores of H. Hook
Pilgrim’s Progress, with splendid illustrations.
The sight was so touching, that er, J. Wbetham, George W. Donohue, and R. S.
The London Annuals for 1841, viz. The Protes
T ,vhl as*wn those of the Eastern Hemi- to the ground.
C1CS.
1
George: Baltimore, at Armstrong & Berry’s; taut Annual—Book of Beauty—Forget Me Not—
, precedence,
t/.rwp and
you
first an in. it called forth the sympathy of the whole party. Washington City, at William M. Morrison’s; New The Drawing Room Scrap Book—Finden’s Tableaux
sphere the
aim give
gi
j
The eagerness of the chase subsided; but so deep York, Swords, Stanford &. Co., D. Appleton & —The Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c.
1
.
.to one nf
troduction
ot the
tnc most
_ remarkable ol the
London Bibles, all sizes.
Co., Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Depos
on tang—Simia Satyrus of Lin- an impression did the maternal tenderness and itory of the General Protestant Episcopal Sunday
Just leceived,and for salebv
genera, the Orang'
R. S. H. GEORGE.
School
Union;New
Haven,
at
S.
Babcock
’
s
and
B.
unexpected self-devotion of the poor orang make
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut.
& W. Noyes; Hartford, Spalding & Storr’s and
on
the
gentleman
alluded
to,
whose
heart
was
in

"“when Mrs. Howard mentioned the name of
Philadelphia.
Belknap & Hamersley’s; Boston, Crocker & Brew
ster, and James B. Dow’s; Pittsburgh, J. J. Kay
O„ra„g-OotanS. the coon.enanees of the young deed formed in nature’s gentlest mould, that he ex- & Co.
NOTICE.
ladieslndicated considerable interest. T > ha pressedthe utmost remorse and pity, declaring that
Columbus, July 10, 1840.
OCTOR DRAKE wishes to inform those who
he w ould not go through the same scene again for
may desire to communicate with him profes
IV14S & SMAW,
heard so much of these stngt.la
sionally or otherwise, that he will not return to
all
the
world;
nor
did
the
tragical
death
of
the
M R C R S AND TAILORS,
Louisville till the commencement of the Medical
they felt desirous of hearing stt. moi .
No. 11, IFest Third, Sired.
Lectures, the first of November, till when he may
Xarhable creature” she observed, -,s a net. e animal cease to haunt his mind for many weeks;
N assortment, of fashionable Cloths, Cassi- be found at the house of his son-in-law, Alexander H.
and
he
never
afterwards
recurred
to
it
without
McGuffey, Third st, oposite the Bazaar.
of Malacca, Borneo, Sumatra, and Coehm-CInna.
meres and Vestings constantly on hand.
May 8.
emotion. The preserved skin of this devoted
May 15..... 6m
He is the largest of all the Simia genera, and some-
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PROSPCTUS OF TH
WESTERN EPIStN>PAE OBSERVER.

Rt-ueral ProU-staut Episcopal Sunday S.l
Union.
'

VOLUME XI.

Arrasgemets having been made to publish the
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the
close of the present volume in December next, the
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
The change of location to point so' central tp
the West, and so convenient for the early reception
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed,
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure
these objects, the Proprietor has invited and obtained
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The
paper will therefore, from the commencement of the
next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published
as above.
The Observer will continue to maintain and put
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines othe Gospel which it has always held and delended
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy
of the peculiarities ol our communion.
Ii is the design of the editors to establish such cor
respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure
the earliest religious intelligence; and by a similar
arrangement at the West, to make their journala
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the
establishment and progress of the Church through
ut the Western Dioceses and Missions.

Chauncey Colton,
IVhi. Jackson,
John T. Brooke,
H nry V. D. Johns
In addition to the above arrangement for the responsible editorship of the OB
SERVER, a department of it has been assigned to ihe pen of the author of ibe
“Young Ladies’Companion.” the “Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. The c* lumus un
der her charge will be mainly devoted to original matter, or selections from other
sources, chiehy designed to guide and i nstruct yomhful minds,-—while reference
will be had to'interestingand recreating them by Ihe recital of facts drawn from
lome of the various brasiche, < f Natural History and from Natural Philosophy.
It is designed to embellish this department of the paper with occasional* pictorial
illustrations of such subjects as mav be supposed particularly interesting. A por
tion of ’he space under the charge of Miss COXE, will be occupied with matter
more particularly interesting to the female portion of our readers.

Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1846.
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars
of the new arrangement with respect to the pub
lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer,
hereafter to be called the “Western Episcopal Ob
server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces
sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of the
paper, from so great an accession of strengthto its
editorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati and
Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with
all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its
pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publi
cation of whatever interna! matters they may sev
erally desire to show to the public. With aneamest hope that the paper will be as well sustained by
a strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigor
ous editorship, I feel the greatest cheerfulness in
recommending it to the patronage of the communi
tyCh AS. P. McIlvaine,
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio.

Depository, No. 28 Ann Street, New York
books of instruction.
Union Primer, per hundred,
Prot Epis S S Books, No. L per hundred,
1
do
do
do
2,
do
do
do
<1°
do
do
do
do
4,
do
do
Questions on the S S Books,
do
First Truths,
,
Catechism No. 1, (Scripture Catechism,)
Catechism No. 2, (Catechism broken into short
questions and answers.)
do
,
Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlarged by Bkh
Hobart,) stiff covers^
do
Catechism No. 4, (by Cuming,) do
Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi
hie,
Church Catechism,
do
Manual of Short Prayers for Children,
Duty to God,
do
Church Primer,
do
Sunday-school office of devotion;do
Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns,
Harmony of the Creeds,
do
.
Questions on the Book of Common Prayer, 3.
Collects from the Prayer Book, do
Queslions on the Collects,
do
Catechism on the Collects,
do
Epistles and Gospels from the Prayer Book, pi.
Questions on the Epistles and Gospels, 2 parts lj.
Bible Companion, 2 vols.,
do
IL
do
do
2,
do
18
do
do
3,
do
K
do
The Acts,
do
1,
s'
do
do
2,
do
do
do
3,
• do
A discount of 25 per cent, from the above p .
is allowed to Sunday-schools auxiliary to the It,.
library books.
The Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Lib.-r
63 vols. 18mo.—nett price 20 cents each.
The Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32mo.—nett p
15 cents each.
Address all orders jor Books, and all remittnu
John W. Mitchell, Treasurer, or
Daniel Dana, Jr., Agent.
Union Depository, 28 Att..
The above books are also for sale at the bools’w.
of
ISAAC N. WHITING,

St. Louis, Nov. lf)lh, 1340.
I cordially concur in the above.
Jackson Kemper,
Missionary Bishopfor Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa,
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.

Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
I cordially concur in tire above.
Saml. A. McCoskhy,
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan.
Lexington, Ky. Dec. Wth, 1840
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to
a more central point for the whole west, with the
hope of rendering it, in l ime, what its new name
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets
with my cordial approbation; and I shall be ready
at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in
my power, to its able editors and conductors.
B. B. Smith,
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky.
New Orleans, March flQth, 1841
In your paper I recognize an efficient auxiliary
in the dissemination of the truths of the gospel,
and shall be happy to sea its circulation extended in
the dioceses witii which 1 am connected. 1 shall
be happy to hear that you have an extended circu
lation throughout the western church. It will give
me pleasure to communicate to you from time to
time, such ecclesiastical intelligence as may trans
pire within my sphere of labor.
Leonidas Poi.k,
Missionary Bishop of Arkansas, and Provisional Bish
op of Louisiana and Alabama.

TERMS.
The Western Episcopal Observer will be is
sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, on pa
per fine of quality and with new and handsome type,
and furnished to subscribers on tire following terms
$2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months
Episcopal Ecraale Seminary,

Granville, Ohio.
MANSFIELD FRENCH, Principal.
REV. ALVA1I SANFORD, Chaplain.
N this Institution, instruction is given in all the
brandies of a thorough English education, in the
Languages, Instrumental and Vocal Music, and va
rious ornamental branches. It is furnished with well
educated Female teachers; and also with a good as
sortment of apparatus for illustrations in Chemistry,
Natural Philosophy and Astronomj.
'Pile department of Music is under the direction of
two gentlemen of rery superior qualifications.
The Boarding House is under ihe care of Rev.
Mr. Sanford and lady, assisted by the teachers. The
number of boarders is limited, arid as there are no
vacancies, at this time, those at a distance who wish
admission for their daughters or wards, must make
application previous to sending them, stating their
age and the probable time of their continuance. As
vacancies occur, notice will be given to those who
can be received.
Boardmgin good private families will be provided
by the Principal, for such as wish to enter the School
and cannot be accommodated in the Boarding House.
All the pupiL froir, abroad, boarding in town, will be
held responsible oy the Principal for a proper obser
vance of such rules of conduct and study hours, out
of School, as may be deemed necessary, in each case
to secure to them the full benefits of the School.
Young ladies will be received into the Institution,
at any time, but for no less time than half of a term
Payment of bills is required in advance.
There will be a short recess, terminating on the
12th day of April. The Summer Term, of22 weeks,
will close on the 21st day of July.
Board in the Seminary, including washing, fuel,
lights, room, furniture, and tuition in all the English
branches, per term,
^65 00
Tuition ot day scholars, do.,
9 00
“ in Music on Piano and Guitar,each,do. 16 00
Painting in Oil Colors, 22 lessons,
5 00
“
“ Transparent Blinds, do.,
6 00
“
“ Water Colors, do.,
•
4 00
Other ornamental branches, as well as the Lan
guages, are taught, for which there is an extra
charge.
The close of the April recess will be a favorable
time for entrance. Application for admission may
be made either to the Principal or Chaplain.
Granville, March 18,1841.
Pictoral Illustrations of tire ISiblc,
AND VIEWS IN THE HOLY LAND.

Bey. I. Covert’s Ealin of Eifc.

NEW and valuable remedy for the core
Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup ll'lming
Cough, and incipient diseases of the
Windpipe. Extensively used and recommendedj
the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has been|j.
ly made known.
1. COVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N.’
The proprietor is now receiving, almost &
testimonials of the highest respectability in lam
his medicine, from physicians, clergymen, andol
ers, who have become acquainted with its nature an
effect,—among which are the following:

[From the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26,184(i.
The following is an extract from an article in ifc
paper on ‘Morbus Laryngeus oneionatoruii),'
Bronchitis, by Fnmk 11. Hamilton, Professor.
Materia Mediea ami General Pathology in Genu
Medical College:
‘The Rev. I. Covert’s mixture, also now used
so extensively for this affection by clergymtt
belongs to the same class of stimulating expecte
ants, being one of those lucky combinations ofnj.
dical agents which, while it promotes expectorate
does not impair the tone of the stomach. Olthj
medicine we feel at liberty to speak, since its cotposition is not held from the Profession, andn
hope the proprietors will soon see fit to give it;
the public. We, therefore, venture to recoimwi
t, having employed it in our own case, and inIU
cases of many others with decided benefit.’
To all whom it may concern: This may ceiti'v
that I have examined the Rev. 1. Covert’s ingte
dients, compounded under Ihe name of the Balmo
Life: and believe said compound is happily cnWated to relieve persons of ail ages and sexes afflicted
with acute and chronic diseases of the luttgura)
windpipe, as indicated by- coughs, difficult bjeitliinr,
and pains in different parts of ihe chest, if adin'mis.
tered under suitable circumstances arid in appropri
ate doses.
JOSEPH T. PITNEY,
Physician and Surgeon.
Auburn, August 31,1838,
This certifies that having examined the Rev.t
Covert’s Balm of Life, in all its component park
we do believe it to be one ol the best compoma
for coughs, chronic inflammations, etc., ofwbic
we have any knowledge, and do most cordially r
commend its use to all afflicted with the abon
named, diseases.
J. W. DANIELS, M. D., ?
W. J. LOVEJOY, M. D., \ Salina.
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. D., Onondaga,
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldwinsville.
The nature of the composition of the Rev. l.Ce
ert’s Balm of Life, having been fully explainedti
the following medical gentlemen, they have com
ted that they may be referred tons authority forf.‘
utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases e
pulmonary disease in which that class of remete
is indicated.
D. M. Reese, M. I), Professor of Theory and
Practice of Medicine in the Albany Medical Col
lege.
J. M’Naughton, M. D.; Professor of Anatomy
and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College.
Mark Stephenson, M. D., New York city.
Doct. M. McKmght, New York city.
.1. R. Mitchell, M. IX, Philadelphia.
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or John Wilson, M. D..
Albany.
From the Rev. D. More.—In 1S25 my lungsbt
came seriously diseased, and continued so for near:’
fourteen years; and about six years since 1 was at
tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasion^
me much pain and distress, attended by diffied
breathing and pains in various parts of the chest.
In March last. I purchased a bottle of Rev. I. Co
vert's Balm ot Life, and the effect has been, that wj
breathing is about as before I was taken, my chron
ic bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured, anfi
the pains of the chest have subsided. I have grek
confidence in the Balm of Life, and think it a goot
and safe medicine.
DAVID MORE.
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
From the Rev. H. Bannister, A. B., Teachero!
Languages, in the Cazenovia Seminary.—This cer
tifies that I have successfully used the Rev. I. Co
vert s Balm of Life, in the case of an obstinate
cold which resulted in a settled inflammation of tie
lungs, the Balm of Life, after the trial of several
other medicines for several weeks, effected a grad
ual but permanent cure.
II. BANNISTER.
Cazenovia, April 18, 1839.
The following from the Rev. L. Halsey, D. D.,
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc-, in the Au
burn Theological Seminary, has just been recei
ved:
Rev. I. Covert—My Dear Sir: In referrence (to
your medicine, 1 deem it my duty to state, that lor
a long time I have been afflicted with a chronic bron
chitis and its usual accoinpavnniments; and I was
induced to try your preparation, on the assurance
from medical men that it contained no hazardous
result has been the allaying
febnlp irritations and gradual restoration of healthy
lur.c ions to the throat, so that J am enabled to re
turn to the labors of the desk. I think the mediaffi-cterl'
altenl*on
persons similarly

FTXHE undersigned has received a lot from the pnbB lisher—New-York, and would respectfully in
a LYoU^s,trnlfi’
LUTHER HALSEY.
vite the public and ihe Christian community espe
Auburn lheo. Seminary, March 9, 1840.
cially to call and examine it at his Periodical Agency
Office, Third street, 3 doors West of Walnut, where
■Ex’Price $1 per bottle.
he has it for sale. They are highly recommended
For sale in Cincinnati (wholesale and retail) by
by the most distinguished clergymen in the East, as
..
.
,
B. F. SANFORD,
worthy the particular attention of the public.
at the proprietors ‘Western office’ on Fourth Street
May 8.
C. TO BEY, Agent.
between Mam and Sycamore.
Sold also in Columbus, by Isaac N. Whiting.
HRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition of the
-Zanesville, by A. Lippitt.
Prophecies recorded in the 24th and 25th chap
Steubenville, by Ja’s Turnbull.
ters of the Gospel according to St. Matthew. With
Cleveland, by Sanford and Co.
a Preface, by the Right Rev. L. Siliman Ives, D.D.
Bishop of Ihe Diocese of North Carolina. By G.
Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton,
MPERIAL, Gunpowder and Young Hyson Teas,
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
h!ayK,8^enOr
f°r sa^e by
For sale by
HENRY PERKINS,
D. K. CADY.
234 Chesnutstreei.
Philadelphia.

C

I

Shaker Ware.

UST received, a new lot of the above kind of
ware—Wash-Tubs, Foot-Tubs, Churns and
Buckets, painted and unpainted. For sale by
May 8.
D. K. CADY.

J

Sperro «fiJ.

Y rece*ve.^ a superior article of Bleached
Winter Strained Oil, expressly for Family use

For sale Gy
D. K. CADY.

Corner of Walnut, and Fifth

